Last month officially marked the union’s 75th anniversary. The SIU got its charter on Oct. 14, 1938 from the American Federation of Labor during a convention in Houston. Turn to pages 10-14 for a timeline (including photos) that touches on many of the highlights of the SIU’s first 75 years. For additional thoughts on this milestone, check out SIU President Michael Sacco’s column on page 2.
President’s Report

After 75 Years, SIU Still Going Strong

In our union’s infancy, people who were just learning about the SIU usually did so through word of mouth, pamphlets, demonstrations and meetings. Today, most people first hear of us through the Internet, where a百度 search for “Seafarers International Union” home page says as much.

There was nothing wrong with the old ways in the late 1930s and early 1940s, and there’s nothing wrong with how it is now. In the Internet age, it’s the same for most organizations: your website is your first impression. But there is a difference between making an introduction and capturing the essence of a union. As our organization’s 75th anniversary year winds down, if I could have only one shot at truly defining the SIU, I’d turn to the rank-and-file members and listen to them.

More specifically, I think of this holiday season and the graduation speeches year after year from many of the upgraders at our affiliated school in Piney Point, Md. The fact that most of those speeches are similar doesn’t detract from their power or sincerity. In fact, it heightens and sharpens and reinforces the message.

The got is usually the same. Members describe how the SIU gave them a chance for a better way of life. In some cases, they talk about the second chance they got through our union and our school. They express the satisfaction of working hard in a viable career that helps them raise a family, buy a home, put their kids through school. They describe living the American Dream, and taking pride in that fact their work supports U.S. national and economic security.

That’s who we are: a gateway to the American Dream.

That doesn’t mean it’s always a love affair or that it’s easy. We’re not perfect — no one is — and our members aren’t shy about voicing concerns. But they are also the most loyal, reliable, productive mariners on Earth. In my eyes, SIU members are second to none.

But, too many people don’t know any better. They think that things like paid holidays and vacations and overtime pay either fell out of the sky or were always there. In the labor movement, we know they were secured through the labor movement, we know they were secured through the money, marbles and chalk of generations past. We’ve got to do much better at spreading that message.

Education is going to be a key part of our rebound. Besides our country’s outdated labor laws and outdated union-training, I think our challenge simply begins with getting people to wake up to reality. I’ve heard and read many times when someone has had a tough background in life, but people don’t need them anymore. That is an incredibly naïve outlook. As proud and grateful as I am for the SIU’s fantastic working relationships with our contracted companies, it is crazy to rely on benevolence for all the things that sustain a good, family-wage job.

But, too many people don’t know any better. They think that things like workplace safety regulations, benefits, good pay scales, retirement care, paid holidays and vacations and overtime pay either fell out of the sky or were always there. In the labor movement, we know they were secured through the money, marbles and chalk of generations past. We’ve got to do much better at spreading that message.

That’s what it boils down to,” Heindel said during his presentation. “It’s definitely a positive.”

Under these rules, new members and those re-establishing eligibility require less time to qualify for coverage. Eligibility for existing members will be divided into two six-month periods instead of over the entire year; children between the ages of 18 and 26 will be covered; and coverage limits will be removed.

Heindel’s presentation and a letter from Seafarers Plan Administrator Maggie Bowen delved into what the new requirements meant in specific circumstances. Following is a breakdown of how the new rules work for certain age and enrollment scenarios.

Initial Eligibility

New employees and those seeking to re-establish eligibility will now require 90 days of “continuous” employment to become eligible for benefits, instead of the 125 days of employment required under the old policy. According to Bowen, “employment is considered to be ‘continuous’ if there is a break of less than 90 days between jobs. Only days of employment for a company that is required to make contributions to the SHBP on the employee’s behalf count for determining eligibility.” That means those returning to work after an absence could start receiving benefits much faster.

Maintaining Eligibility

Under the new rules, employees must work 60 days over a six-month period to receive benefits during the next six-month period. The first period runs Jan. 1-June 30, while the second period runs July 1-December 31. "This means that if you have 60 days of covered employment any time between January 1 and June 30, 2014, you will be eligible for coverage from July 1 to December 31. Any change in employment may also include certain time when an employee attends upgrading classes. (Seafarers Harry Lundberg School of Seafarer Training and Education in Piney Point, Md.).

Like I said, we’re not perfect. But we are a winning team, we are a family as long as we stick together, in the long run I know we will know we will remain top on.

Happy 75th Anniversary!
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SIU Secretary-Treasurer David Heindel (standing in both the photo above and the one below) makes a presentation on the Seafarers Health and Benefits Plan’s new eligibility requirements during the November official membership meeting at the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education in Piney Point, Md.

SHBP Announces Changes in Eligibility Requirements

Officials Begin Campaign to Educate Members

Changes in eligibility for the Seafarers Health and Benefits Plan (SHBP) are on the horizon, and SIU and SHBP officials are working to make sure members understand the new requirements and aren’t caught off guard.

Through a letter directed to all SHBP participants, public presentations and one-on-one question-and-answer sessions, officials are getting the word out about what the new eligibility requirements mean to members and what’s needed to obtain and maintain coverage. Set to go into effect on Jan. 1, the new rules were created to comply with requirements tied to the Affordable Care Act of 2010 (known also as Obamacare).

SIU Secretary-Treasurer David Heindel, who gave a presentation on the new requirements following the October membership meeting at the union-affiliated Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education (PHC) in Piney Point, Md., said members would ultimately benefit from the changes.

“This allows you to obtain eligibility much faster. That’s what it boils down to,” Heindel said during his presentation. “It’s definitely a positive.”

Under these rules, new members and those re-establishing eligibility require less time to qualify for coverage. Eligibility for existing members will be divided into two six-month periods instead of over the entire year; children between the ages of 18 and 26 will be covered; and coverage limits will be removed.

Heindel’s presentation and a letter from Seafarers Plan Administrator Maggie Bowen delved into what the new requirements meant in specific circumstances. Following is a breakdown of how the new rules work for certain scenarios and situations.

Initial Eligibility

New employees and those seeking to re-establish eligibility will now require 90 days of “continuous” employment to become eligible for benefits, instead of the 125 days of employment required under the old policy. According to Bowen, “employment is considered to be ‘continuous’ if there is a break of less than 90 days between jobs. Only days of employment for a company that is required to make contributions to the SHBP on the employee’s behalf count for determining eligibility.” That means those returning to work after an absence could start receiving benefits much faster.

Maintaining Eligibility

Under the new rules, employees must work 60 days over a six-month period to receive benefits during the next six-month period. The first period runs Jan. 1-June 30, while the second period runs July 1-December 31. “This means that if you have 60 days of covered employment any time between January 1 and June 30, 2014, you will be eligible for coverage from July 1 to December 31. Any change in employment may also include certain time when an employee attends upgrading classes. (Seafarers Harry Lundberg School of Seafarers Training (SHLS), and certain time when an employee receives sickness and accident benefits.)”

During his presentation, Heindel said it’s also important to remember that the 90 days required to obtain the benefits in the first place also worked toward maintaining eligibility in the following eligibility period.

“Because you worked 90 days you would be eligible immediately for the next six months,” Heindel said. “You met (and exceeded) the 60-day requirement and would be covered in the next period.”

Pensioners

There are no changes to the number of days needed to qualify for a pension.

Like before, those retiring on disability pensions must have at least 4,380 days of covered employment to receive health benefits. Those retiring on any other type of pension require at least 5,475 days of covered employment to receive health benefits as a pensioner. In addition, employees must have 125 days of work in the year prior to retirement.

Those retiring after Jan. 1, 2015 will need to meet new medical requirements prior to applying for pension, as described in the next paragraph.

“You will need to have at least 60 days of covered employment in the two consecutive six-month periods prior to the date on which you become eligible for and apply for a pension,” Bowen wrote. “For example, if you retire in August 2015, you would need 60 days of covered employment from the period from July through December 2014 and January through June 2015 in order to be eligible for pensioner’s health benefits.”

Other Changes

Other changes to the SHBP beginning in 2014 in- clude: coverage of children up to age 26, coverage for those with pre-existing conditions, and the elimination of annual limits on certain essential health benefits.

Moreover, as noted in the letter (which in addition to being mailed is posted on the SIU website), there will be a transition period “so that no [Seafarer] will be adversely affected by this new rule. During the first six months of 2014, the old eligibility rule will apply. This means that from January 1, 2014 through June 30, 2014, you will be eligible for benefits if you had 125 days of covered employment in 2013, and one day of covered employment in the past six months. However, if you did not have eligibility under the old rule at the beginning of the year, you will be able to establish eligibility after 90 days under the new rule for re-establishing eligibility. Beginning on July 1, 2014, you will only be eligible for benefits if you meet one of the new eligibility rules.”
Movie Puts U.S. Merchant Marine in Spotlight

The last-minute deal reached in October to reopen the federal government included a $1.1 trillion spending bill that included full funding for the Maritime Security Program (MSP) for Fiscal Year 2014.

The SIU and the Maritime Trades Department, AFL-CIO (MTD) played important roles in securing full funding for the program, which is a bedrock of the U.S. Merchant Marine.

Part of that effort included working with allies throughout the U.S.-flag maritime industry to alert Congress and the White House to fix an anomaly created when the program had some leftover funds that rolled into the Fiscal Year 2013 calculations. Preliminary budget figures for the coming year did not take that anomaly into account.

Bipartisan support on the Hill in both the Senate and the House corrected the problem. The MSP amount for FY13 returns to the called for $186 million.

However, the compromise passed on the Senate Appropriations Committee by a vote of 31-2 for three months. The union will work the rest of maritime labor to monitor negotiations headed toward the Jan. 15 deadline, and will work with the Congress and administration to ensure full funding for MSP.

In taking the case for full funding of the MSP to Capitol Hill, the union and the trade associations pointed out that any reductions would harm America's national and economic security. If the MSP became militarily useful, American-crewed, U.S.-flag ships in service as they're available to our armed forces in times of conflict or emergency. The program is extremely cost-effective.

American military leaders have estimated it would cost the government billions of dollars to replace all the assets our military receives through the MSP at a relatively tiny fraction of that amount.

Rebuilding funding had been secured last month, the SIU issued a statement that read in part, “The U.S.

The 11.12 debut of the critically acclaimed movie “Captain Phillips” brought an unusual amount of attention to the national and economic security fleet, America would either have to place the safety of our troops and the security of our nation in the hands of foreign shipping interests or be forced to spend billions of taxpayer dollars to achieve the commercial sea-lift capability that the U.S.-flag commercial industry currently provides,”

For example, “Captain Phillips” tells the story of the Maersk Alabama, which is on a thriving U.S. Merchant Marine, particularly the SIU, the Marine Engineers’ Beneficial Association, and the Masters, Mates & Pilots.

Movie Plays Important Role in Key Victory for Maritime Industry

One of the key roles in the successful defense of the Maersk Alabama was the shipping company’s decision to use the ship as a platform for training merchant mariners in maritime security.

They trained the Mariner Security Team in the art of armed self-defense and taught the mariners how to fight off pirates in a real-life situation.

The story of the Maersk Alabama has been embraced by the maritime industry as a shining example of the importance of the U.S.-flag merchant marine.

The SIU has been a strong advocate for full funding of the MSP and has been a vocal supporter of the industry at the highest levels of government.

The SIU has also been a vocal critic of any proposals to cut funding for the MSP.
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A pair of conventions for two SIU-affiliated unions recently brought a cadre of industry leaders, politicians and labor officials to the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education (PHC) in Poiny Point, Md.

Held in late September and early October, the conventions for the United Industrial Workers (UIW) and the Seafarers Entertainment and Allied Trades Union (SEATU) saw delegates, officials and supporters outline strategies to strengthen the labor movement and generate more good-paying union jobs.

One of the two events was the UIW convention, which took place from Sept. 30-Oct. 1. Formed in 1949, the UIW represents a wide range of employees, including factory workers, medical technicians, office personnel and much more. Aside from re-electing UIW President Michael Sacco, National Director John Spadaro and Secretary-Treasurer David Heindekl, the UIW also heard from guest speakers who voiced their views on the state of the labor movement, politics and what the UIW and its members can expect in the future.

One of those speakers was Kroger Labor Relations Director Steve Loeffler. He said Kroger sees the UIW as a vital part of the company’s success. The good wages and benefits unions fight for lead to high-quality employees, Loeffler said, adding that Kroger values its relationship with the UIW.

“We feel that those benefits, those wages we pay, help our business,” Loeffler said. “We’re 350,000 associates strong and about 280,000 of them are unionized employees. Depending on the time of year, it's between us and UPS for being the largest union employer in the United States.”

In his speech, Baltimore AFL-CIO President Ernie Grecco expanded on the importance of those types of good-paying union jobs. More needs to be done, he added, to ensure the jobs won’t simply disappear.

“We have got to make some changes,” Grecco said.

“One of those changes is we’re reaching out to other groups to help us. We need to help one another.”

Grecco said the need was especially evident in Baltimore. While the city has gotten its share of facelifts and has become more of a tourist attraction, Grecco said it is sorely missing the middle class union jobs — like those offered in UIW shops — that made America such an opportunity.

“Yes, Baltimore is pretty. But I’ll take the old neighborhoods and manufacturing jobs. Every one of those had a union contract,” Grecco said.

“Middle class Americans could buy a home and put their kids through college.”

Maryland State Sen. Roy Dyson — who represents St. Mary’s County, where the PHC is located — echoed those sentiments as well, adding that the labor movement, including the SIU and UIW, most certainly has a positive impact.

“I’m proud of you,” Dyson said. “This facility has done so much for St. Mary’s County.”

The UIW convention also heard from SIU/UIW Plans Administrator Maggie Bowen who addressed the implementation of the Affordable Care Act and from SIU Legislative Director Brian Schoeneman who elaborated on the SIU’s efforts in Washington. Maritime Secretary-Director Daniel Duncan discussed the need for solidarity and explained how the UIW benefits from its various labor affiliations.

Delegates and guests converged on the PHC again this week for the SEATU convention. Formed in 1955, SEATU represents workers in the service, hospitality and gaming industries. SEATU President Michael Sacco, Executive Vice President David Heindekl, Vice President Augustin Tellez and Vice President Fred Mason were all re-elected, while the convention’s guest speakers discussed the ever-expanding roster of SEATU-contracted properties and the union’s drive to improve the lives of middle-class Americans.

The stakes simply couldn’t be higher, said Fred Mason, president of the Maryland and Washington, D.C. AFL-CIO. He added that union members must do more than simply punch the clock every day. If the labor movement is to survive, Mason said, those members must be involved in their local labor councils and their communities as a whole.

“That is where the collective comes together,” Mason said. “We are in some challenging times. The anti-worker forces out there really want to take us back — back to where workers had no rights, back to where people in general had no rights. They’re not only attacks on unions, but they’re also attacks on civil rights.”

UFCW Local 27 Executive Vice President Tim Goins — whose union partnered with SEATU to organize more than 2,500 new casino and gaming workers over the past three years — said the need to organize is vital to the nation, the economy and the working class Americans who depend on those jobs.

“Your labor union is the only vehicle that can improve your members’ wages and working conditions,” Goins told SEATU officials during his convention address. He said, however, that unions will have to stick together if they’re going to survive the constant onslaught of anti-worker forces.

“We’re all organizers in this room. But if we don’t continue to organize our unions we are going to die a slow death,” Goins said. “We need to continue to organize the unionized to survive.”

When it comes to SEATU’s organizing drives, substantial progress is being made. Representatives from SEATU-contracted properties reported good working relationships with the union and a bright future.

“We work so well with SEATU. We did well during the difficult (economic) times through the last several years,” said Penn National Gaming Senior Vice President for Human Resources Gene Clark, adding that Penn had a surge in SEATU-represented properties in recent years. “We were able to grow… and you grew with us. We know we can count on this union and its leadership to keep a profitable and healthy business.”

Maryland Live! Senior Vice President and General Counsel Howard Weinstein had good news to report as well. He said SEATU-contracted Maryland Live! — which opened in 2012 — has emerged as the second-largest casino in the country in terms of revenue, thanks in no small part to the dedication of SEATU and its membership.

“This place has taken off in ways no one had anticipated,” Weinstein said, adding that he agreed with the employees’ decision to choose representation with SEATU.

“The employees needed representation and people who would be looking out for them,” Weinstein said. “We got to where we are with Maryland Live! and the relationship with SEATU in a 16-month, fairly accelerated pace.”

Impressed by the success Maryland Live! and other gaming properties, Maryland State Delegate John Bohanan told the SEATU convention that he would continue to fight for the industry in the state house. He added SEATU has done a good job of reaching out to both the public and the private sectors, and the success seen by the union and the gaming industry shows the work is paying off.

“The entire gambling industry in our state is going to continue to do well and take off. We are going to be very supportive of that,” Bohanan said. “We’re going to continue to have the kind of partnership you need. You have to have a good partnership between the public and private sector.”

Several additional guest speakers addressed both the UIW and SEATU conventions. They included National Labor College Union Skills Program Director Jean Dearden, who touched on the importance of learning within the labor movement, and Union Plus Representative Valerie Cole, who outlined the benefits of Union Plus programs.

During his address to delegates and guests, President Michael Sacco reflected on the progress SEATU has made since the last convention.
Seafarers aboard Crowley’s Achievement/650-8 have once again saved lives off the Florida coast, marking their second rescue in nine months. This latest rescue saved the lives of four fishermen whose 30-foot boat was sinking about 35 miles offshore from Clearwater, Fla.

The incident occurred Sept. 15 after a sudden and powerful squall moved through the Florida coast, resulting in heavy rains, 50-knot winds and a flood of distress calls coming from small boats in the area. During all of this, the Achievement/650-8 was instructed to stand by and not proceed with its plans to enter Tampa Bay.

“While the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) was very responsive in assisting the boaters in distress, one fisherman in particular was having difficulty communicating over his radio, as it got drenched from the sudden and powerful squall that moved through the area,” said Gus Cramer, captain of the Achievement/650-8. “It was clear, however, that he was offshore and in the stormy conditions. At that time, the Coast Guard was stretched very thin because the squall caught everyone by surprise and there were many boaters in distress. After a few minutes of monitoring their calls for assistance, it was clear that we were the closest vessel to their location, approximately 12 nautical miles south.”

Hoping to get to the distressed boat before the sun went down, Cramer called the Florida Keys Search and Rescue Command and was told that the Achievement/650-8 would be assisting the sinking fishing boat immediately.

Cramer then directed the crew to the site of the distressed vessel at full speed, keeping contact with the boat while answering his radio. Secretary of Commerce, the winds and waves caused them to move farther and farther away from us and further offshore. Understanding the situation in their direction, we only gained four or five miles.”

It took two hours for the Achievement/650-8 to spot the distressed fishermen, and the timing couldn’t have been better. Night was just about to fall and the radio of the sinking fishing boat finally gave out.

Upon readying the rescue equipment, the crew of the Achievement/650-8 lowered the pilot ladder over the side. Chief Mate Ryan Emmons then prepared it on the starboard side and directed the boat to come alongside the ATB using only his flashlight and voice commands. The ATB then made two slow, sweeping turns and towed the four unjured fishermen to board the vessel.

The Achievement/650-8 attempted to tow the stricken fishing boat back to Tampa, the line had to be cut due to continued fishing gear. The crew commended the coordinates of the boat to the Coast Guard, however, so it could be retrieved later.

The Achievement/650-8 eventually arrived at the Tampa sea buoy at 12:30 a.m. and made its petroleum berth in downtown Tampa at 3 a.m. The fourth rescuer walked off the ATB without needing any medical treatment.

The Crowley crew did a phenomenal job working as a team to save the lives of these fishermen,” Cramer said. “We chose the safest possible plan and it worked because everyone knew what to do well in advance and the crew worked as a team.”

Of the SIU mariners aboard the Achievement/650-8, 10 of them have completed the Affiliated Pall Hall Center for Maritime Transportation, vacation in Piney Point, Md. The crew has also participated in company-sponsored safety programs designed to train mariners for emergency situations.

“The great actions of this crew are due to their safety training, diligence and ability to work together,” said Rob Grune, Crowley’s vice president and general manager for petroleum and chemical transportation. “The entire Crowley family is exceptionally proud of the crew for their bravery and quick response to a very challenging situation this year. These crew members are true heroes and deserve to be recognized for their actions.”

The mariners aboard the Achievement/650-8 included: Capt. Cramer, Chief Mate Mark Burrus, Second Mate Mark Lettieri, AB Vincent Ferrer, AB Louis Ferrer, Third Mate Calvin Roberson, Cable Technician Jajenich, Electronics Technician Zach Lindsey, Calvin Burrus, and Mark Lettieri.

The same crew was involved in another rescue earlier this year in which a badly injured man was saved while being bobbed in the water near the base of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge in Tampa Bay. During that rescue, the ACOS kept him warm until emergency crews arrived.

Seafarers on Crowley ATB Make Another Rescue

AMP Presents New York Congressman with Prestigious Award

The SIU-affiliated American Maritime Partnership (AMP), recently honored one of the maritime industry’s highest-profile allies: U.S. Rep. Peter King (R-N.Y.).

AMP presented King with the 2013 edition of the prestigious Champion of Maritime Award, an honor designed to recognize individuals who have displayed extraordinary dedication to and consistent support for the American maritime industry.

King is the former chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee and represents New York’s 2nd congressional district, an area which is home to hundreds of Thousands of New York’s maritime jobs that total to more than $38 million in annual economic activity.

King was elected to Congress in 1993, King has spent his time in Washington as an outspoken advocate for the maritime industry, especially when it comes to the important role the industry plays in the nation’s security.

As a member of the House Homeland Security Committee, Rep. King deeply understands the integral role that American mariners play in our nation’s safety and security,” Allegretti said. “He is a strong and unwavering advocate for the hard-working men and women who make up our growing industry, and for that, we thank him as our Champion (of Maritime) for 2013.”

King’s recognition from AMP won’t be his only maritime honor this year. The Transportation, Safety and Infrastructure Subcommittee recently announced King would be one of the recipients of its 2013 Admiral of the Ocean Sea (AOTOS) awards at a benefit dinner on Nov. 15 in New York City. SIU President Michael Sacco is this year’s AOTOS dinner chairman.

“Congressman King is a leader in the ongoing fight to help homeland security funding based on threat analysis and is a strong supporter of the war against international terrorism,” said retired U.S. Coast Guard Admiral Victor Wykle while announcing the recipients of the AOTOS award.

A recent study by the U.S. Maritime Administration (MARAD) illustrates the mariners’ critical role in the nation’s economic and national security, and has once again saved lives. This latest rescue and repair industry has on the American economy.

According to the report, each job in the shipbuilding and repair industry results in approximately 45 percent higher than the national average for the private sector economy and the nation’s shipbuilders have delivered more than 1,200 vessels per year since 2010. Because of that work, the study found the U.S. shipbuilding industry has run a trade surplus more than 10 years, with a cumulative surplus of more than $410 million over that 10-year period.

The study also found that the average labor income per shipyard was approximately 45 percent higher than the national average for the private sector economy and the nation’s shipbuilders have delivered more than 1,200 vessels per year since 2010. Because of that work, the study found the U.S. shipbuilding industry has run a trade surplus more than 10 years, with a cumulative surplus of more than $410 million over that 10-year period.
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Sea Fit

It is said that people either live to eat or eat to live. It’s also usually easy to tell which is which at first glance. How many of you out there are struggling to lose weight or fighting diabetes, elevated cholesterol levels or hypertension (high blood pressure)? Being healthy while working and living aboard ships can be challenging. We work seven days a week for months at a time and it can be difficult to maintain a healthy lifestyle. There are many temptations at sea which can derail the best of intentions to stay fit and test your willpower. Sweet snacks are usually at close proximity and it’s easy to grab a pastry or a handful of cookies instead of a healthy snack while on breaks.

Sugar is our enemy. It is sweet and seductive and our bodies and brains crave it once we get a taste for it as children, but it can wreak havoc upon us. It has no real nutritional value and turns to fat rapidly. Refined sugar is a product of the modern age; it was never part of any older cultures. They ate natural sugar in very small quantities, consumed foods that were found locally and traded for foods which they had no access to. The consumption of so much sugar in our culture has led to unprecedented levels of obesity and the associated diseases that come with it. It also costs us all billions in health care services.

Alternatives to refined white sugar are brown sugar, honey or agave nectar and these can be used in baking recipes as well. Cinnamon is very good for you and can be made available for oatmeal or cereals. Soft drinks should be avoided altogether and healthy beverages like juices and water should be consumed instead of sugary sodas. Water is of course the best option, followed by healthy fruit juices can be ordered instead of a sugary soda.

To lose weight or fighting diabetes, elevated cholesterol levels or hypertension (high blood pressure), try cutting down on portions and one sitting. Try cutting down on portions and replace sugary snacks by healthy alternatives. Menus should also be high in fruits and vegetables and low in fats, sugars, too much salt and sugar. People usually eat three or more meals a day with a good portion of them not being nutritious. Smoking, alcohol, and lack of physical activity all contribute to a lifestyle that makes it difficult to lose weight or fight chronic diseases.

Steward Provides Tips For Healthful Shipboard Life

When AB Sean Wilson talked with his mother, Reverend Dr. Rosamaria Machado, about the poverty he’d seen in the Philippines, they decided to do something about it. In the resulting trip there last fall, they led a mission that fed 600 area children one evening, while also gently offering some spiritual considerations. The menu featured hamburgers and juice.

“We just did what we could for them,” recalled Wilson, who started sailing with the SIU in 2007. “The kids were ecstatic. For most of them, it was the first time they’d had food in a restaurant. The primary staple in the Philippines is rice; it’s all they normally eat because it’s all they can afford.”

A graduate of lifeboat class 608 at the SIU-affiliated Paul Hall Center, Wilson developed a fondness for the Philippines after several voyages there. He hopes to open a tour-boat business and eventually wants to use some of the profits to give back to the country.

“For me, it’s a wonderful place,” he said. “I’ve always loved being there, and helping the place seems natural.”

Similarly for Machado, outreach is a way of life. She has done worldwide ministry work for years, in countries including New Zealand, Brazil, and Poland.

“Whenever she sees an opportunity to help, she tends to jump on it,” Wilson noted. “She has just been a saint, actually. And we were in the worst of the worst area of the Philippines” (near Pillar Village in the City of Las Pinas, part of Manila Metropolitan).

“I think it went fantastic,” said Machado. “It’s a pretty impoverished area. Human traf-ficking is very high in those areas…. If we can give those kids a leg up, even a good meal, we’ve done something good.”

She added that the children were friendly and excited, and said her son was “fantastic.”

Editor’s note: Recertified Steward Steve Dickson recently wrote this article for fellow Seafarers while sailing aboard the Overseas Long Beach. Dickson has been an SIU mem-ber since 1991.

Sea Fit

It is said that people either live to eat or eat to live. It’s also usually easy to tell which is which at first glance. How many of you out there are struggling to lose weight or fighting diabetes, elevated cholesterol levels or hypertension (high blood pressure)? Being healthy while working and living aboard ships can be challenging. We work seven days a week for months at a time and it can be difficult to maintain a healthy lifestyle. There are many temptations at sea which can derail the best of intentions to stay fit and test your willpower. Sweet snacks are usually at close proximity and it’s easy to grab a pastry or a handful of cookies instead of a healthy snack while on breaks.

Sugar is our enemy. It is sweet and seductive and our bodies and brains crave it once we get a taste for it as children, but it can wreak havoc upon us. It has no real nutritional value and turns to fat rapidly. Refined sugar is a product of the modern age; it was never part of any older cultures. They ate natural sugar in very small quantities, consumed foods that were found locally and traded for foods which they had no access to. The consumption of so much sugar in our culture has led to unprecedented levels of obesity and the associated diseases that come with it. It also costs us all billions in health care services.

Alternatives to refined white sugar are brown sugar, honey or agave nectar and these can be used in baking recipes as well. Cinnamon is very good for you and can be made available for oatmeal or cereals. Soft drinks should be avoided altogether and healthy beverages like juices and water should be consumed instead of sugary sodas. Water is of course the best option, followed by healthy fruit juices can be ordered instead of a sugary soda.

To lose weight or fighting diabetes, elevated cholesterol levels or hypertension (high blood pressure), try cutting down on portions and one sitting. Try cutting down on portions and replace sugary snacks by healthy alternatives. Menus should also be high in fruits and vegetables and low in fats, sugars, too much salt and sugar. People usually eat three or more meals a day with a good portion of them not being nutritious. Smoking, alcohol, and lack of physical activity all contribute to a lifestyle that makes it difficult to lose weight or fight chronic diseases.

Steward Provides Tips For Healthful Shipboard Life

When AB Sean Wilson talked with his mother, Reverend Dr. Rosamaria Machado, about the poverty he’d seen in the Philippines, they decided to do something about it. In the resulting trip there last fall, they led a mission that fed 600 area children one evening, while also gently offering some spiritual considerations. The menu featured hamburgers and juice.

“We just did what we could for them,” recalled Wilson, who started sailing with the SIU in 2007. “The kids were ecstatic. For most of them, it was the first time they’d had food in a restaurant. The primary staple in the Philippines is rice; it’s all they normally eat because it’s all they can afford.”

A graduate of lifeboat class 608 at the SIU-affiliated Paul Hall Center, Wilson developed a fondness for the Philippines after several voyages there. He hopes to open a tour-boat business and eventually wants to use some of the profits to give back to the country.

“For me, it’s a wonderful place,” he said. “I’ve always loved being there, and helping the place seems natural.”

Similarly for Machado, outreach is a way of life. She has done worldwide ministry work for years, in countries including New Zealand, Brazil, and Poland.

“Whenever she sees an opportunity to help, she tends to jump on it,” Wilson noted. “She has just been a saint, actually. And we were in the worst of the worst area of the Philippines” (near Pillar Village in the City of Las Pinas, part of Manila Metropolitan).

“I think it went fantastic,” said Machado. “It’s a pretty impoverished area. Human traf-ficking is very high in those areas…. If we can give those kids a leg up, even a good meal, we’ve done something good.”

She added that the children were friendly and excited, and said her son was “fantastic.”

Editor’s note: Recertified Steward Steve Dickson recently wrote this article for fellow Seafarers while sailing aboard the Overseas Long Beach. Dickson has been an SIU member since 1991.
RALLYING FOR UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA (UMWA) – Maritime Trades Department Secretary-Treasurer Daniel Duncan (right in photo at left above) was one of 15 people arrested Sept. 24 during a peaceful march and rally outside the Peabody Energy headquarters in St. Louis as the UMWA protested the company’s continued refusal to pay for health care benefits promised to retired miners, their widows and dependents. Also arrested during a sit-down protest in the street directly in front of the Peabody tower were UMWA President Cecil Roberts and Coalition of Black Trade Unionists President Terrence Melvin. The demonstration took place after a march by several thousand union members (some of whom are shown in the other photo) and their allies that blocked several streets in downtown St. Louis.

HELPING KIDS OVERSEAS – SIU and AMO members from the USNS Wheeler and its support ship, the USNS Fast Tempo, spent two days in early September volunteering at the Sung Ae Won Home for Children, an orphanage in Busan, Korea. Wheeler vessel master Capt. John Mansfield credited the mariners for their generosity and hard work. A few of the volunteers are shown in these two photos, with local kids and adults. The vessels are operated by TOTE Services for the U.S. Military Sealift Command.

MEETING AT HARLEY MARINE – SIU Asst. VP Nick Celona (right) and Patrolman Mark von Siegel (left) recently met with Harley Marine Operations Manager Brian Kelly in New York. The SIU represents two dozen boatmen sailing on the company’s tugs and barges in the New York Harbor. Most of their work involves bunkering operations.

B-BOOK IN OAKLAND – SA Larry Wilkinson (left, with SIU Asst. VP Nick Celona) recently picked up his full B-seniority book at the union hall in Oakland, Calif. His most recent ships include Maersk’s USNS Effective and USNS DeWayne Williams. Wilkinson said he plans to upgrade as quickly as possible, adding that he takes great pride in what the SIU stands for.

SAFETY AWARD ON USNS IMPECCABLE – Congratulations to SA Ahmed Omar (right, with vessel master Captain J. Brokaw) for earning the Maersk Line Limited safety award aboard the USNS Impeccable. According to the write-up sent to the Seafarers Log, “Omar was working in the crew’s mess when he discovered a class C fire in the electrical wiring in the standup refrigerator. He directed one crew member to secure the power, which resulted in the fire going out, and then he called the bridge and reported the incident and stood by on reflash watch until the engineers responded to the scene. His fast and prompt response potentially averted a much larger fire. He stated he just used what he had learned previously in BST and damage control school.”

MEETING AT HARLEY MARINE – SIU Asst. VP Nick Celona (right) and Patrolman Mark von Siegel (left) recently met with Harley Marine Operations Manager Brian Kelly in New York. The SIU represents two dozen boatmen sailing on the company’s tugs and barges in the New York Harbor. Most of their work involves bunkering operations.

SAFETY AWARD ON USNS HENSON – Vessel Master Capt. Gene Barry aboard the USNS Henson let the LOG know AB Jumar Rapuet (left, with Chief Mate Mel Santos) recently won a Maersk safety award “for diligent watchstanding and avoiding serious transmission damage to the hydrographic survey launch he was driving by immediately shutting down propulsion once he realized the prop had fouled.”

WELCOME ABOARD IN MOBILE – Port Agent Jimmy White (right) presents newly retired AB Harry J. Brown with his first retirement check at the union hall in Mobile, Ala. Brown’s most recent ship was USS Transport’s MV Houston.

SAFETY AWARD ON USNS HENSON – Vessel Master Capt. Gene Barry aboard the USNS Henson let the LOG know AB Jumar Rapuet (left, with Chief Mate Mel Santos) recently won a Maersk safety award “for diligent watchstanding and avoiding serious transmission damage to the hydrographic survey launch he was driving by immediately shutting down propulsion once he realized the prop had fouled.”

SAFETY AWARD ON USNS HENSON – Vessel Master Capt. Gene Barry aboard the USNS Henson let the LOG know AB Jumar Rapuet (left, with Chief Mate Mel Santos) recently won a Maersk safety award “for diligent watchstanding and avoiding serious transmission damage to the hydrographic survey launch he was driving by immediately shutting down propulsion once he realized the prop had fouled.”

SAFETY AWARD ON USNS HENSON – Vessel Master Capt. Gene Barry aboard the USNS Henson let the LOG know AB Jumar Rapuet (left, with Chief Mate Mel Santos) recently won a Maersk safety award “for diligent watchstanding and avoiding serious transmission damage to the hydrographic survey launch he was driving by immediately shutting down propulsion once he realized the prop had fouled.”
New York/New Jersey Port Council Recognizes Four

Hundreds of union members and U.S.-flag shipping representatives packed the ballroom of the Sheraton New York Times Square on Oct. 19 for the 52nd annual dinner hosted by the Maritime Port Council (MPC) of Greater New York/New Jersey and Vicinity, part of the AFL-CIO’s Maritime Trades Department (MTD).

Honorees for the evening included New Jersey State AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Laurel Brennan with the Paul Hall Award of Merit; Anil Mathur, president and CEO of SIU-contracted Alaska Tanker Company, with the Herb Brand Memorial Man of the Year Award; U.S. Senator Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii) as the Government Man of the Year; and U.S. Rep. Frank LoBiondo (R-N.J.) with a Special Lifetime Achievement Award.

In presenting Brennan with the Paul Hall Award, PMC Secretary-Treasurer Peter Busacca said she is "what one looks for in a labor leader." Busacca cited his years of working with Brennan not only on behalf of the port council, but also in his position as president of the Hudson County (N.J.) Central Labor Council. He pointed out Brennan is the first woman to serve as the state secretary-treasurer thanks to the work she did throughout her career to advance females in the union movement.

"I am honored to receive the Paul Hall Award of Merit," Brennan told the audience. She said she respected Hall’s belief in supporting unions through organizing. Before wrapping up, she reminded New Jersey residents that Nov. 5 is Election Day and urged them to support the amendment to raise the state’s minimum wage.

SIU Executive Vice President Augie Tellez (also an MTD executive board member) talked about his first meeting with Mathur years ago. He recalled that Mathur said “each one has the power to create a safe environment on a vessel.” Tellez added that Mathur shows a fierce commitment to having the safest vessels on the high seas.

“He trusts unions and the people who work for him,” Tellez concluded before offering the Herb Brand Award.

Mathur told the gathering that he was “overwhelmed by all this attention. All of us [work] together achieve great things. Trust is the foundation which gets things done.”

Mathur added he is proud of his relationship with the SIU.

He noted, “Value is created by the workers themselves.”

When it was time to recognize Schatz, SIU President Michael Sacco (who is also president of the MTD) declared, “Anybody who is a friend of Neil Abercrombie is a friend of ours.” (Abercrombie is a longtime supporter of the U.S.-flag fleet, having served in Congress before being elected governor of Hawaii in 2010.) Schatz became senator from Hawaii upon the death of lifetime U.S.-flag supporter Daniel Inouye last year. Schatz was the lieutenant governor at the time.

Sacco saluted the senator for his efforts to support workers and the industry during his brief time in Washington: “Senator Schatz has stood with us on every issue.”

Accepting the award on Schatz’ behalf was his chief of staff, Andy Winer, who apologized for the senator as he was called home on a family emergency. Winer said the senator understands “the tradition for strong leadership for maritime.” He noted that during Schatz’ first interview after coming to Washington he was asked about the Jones Act. “He said he is an unmoved supporter of the Jones Act. He understands these are American jobs!”

Winer added that the senator also supports the Food for Peace Program and is seeking to improve and upgrade the nation’s ports and harbors.

MPC President Joseph Soresi (who is vice president of the SIU’s Atlantic region) accepted LoBiondo’s award, as the congressman also could not attend the event. Soresi thanked all who have supported the dinner throughout the years, and who have stood with the maritime workers and the industry. He expressed his special appreciation to his assistant, Michele Nardo, for all her work behind the scenes to make the evening a success.

Safety Directors Meet in Maryland

SIU safety directors met last month at the union-affiliated Paul Hall Center in Piney Point, Md., and at the union’s headquarters building in Camp Springs, Md. They brushed up on the latest safety and training news affecting the industry and also gained insights about other issues that affect SIU workers. Pictured outside headquarters with Seafarers Plans Administrator Maggie Bowen (fourth from right) are Safety Directors Kathy Chestet, Abdul Al Omani, Warren Asp, Ben Anderson, Ashley Nelson, James Brown, Osvaldo Ramos and Sam Spain.

Remembering Sister Holmes

Fellow Seafarers and officers aboard the Horizon Pacific honored the memory of Recertified Steward Gloria Holmes during a shipboard ceremony Oct. 13. In accordance with her family’s wishes, Sister Holmes’ ashes were scattered in the Pacific Ocean. The late Seafarer died Sept. 2, two weeks shy of her 66th birthday. She had sailed with the SIU from 1978-2011. These photos show vessel master Capt. John Jablonski and some of the other mariners aboard the Horizon Pacific.
SHBP Makes $132,000 Available for 2014 Scholarships

College graduates earn nearly $20,000 more per year than the average high school grad, according to 2010 U.S. Census Bureau statistics. Further analysis of this data by the Pew Research Center revealed that over a 40-year career, the average college graduate earns $551,600 more than a high school graduate.

Clearly, the financial investment of attending college and getting a degree is worthwhile. Nonetheless, the former reports indicate that the average college grad also leaves school with $23,000 in loans. This can be a heavy financial burden to bear, but it does not have to be this way, particularly for Seafarers and their dependents. Financial help is available through the Seafarers Health and Benefits Plan (SHBP), which each year offers scholarships to qualified applicants.

Designed to ease the financial challenges associated with college and vocational studies, the 2014 SHBP Scholarship Program will offer eight awards totaling $132,000. Three scholarships will be designated for Seafarers, while five will be targeted for spouses and dependents.

One of the endowments reserved for Seafarers totals $20,000 and is intended to help defray the costs associated with attending a four-year, college-level course of study. The remaining two are in the amount of $6,000 each and are designed as two-year awards for study at a postsecondary vocational school or community college. Each of the five scholarships for spouses and dependents is for $20,000.

Now is an ideal time to begin the application process. The first step is to send for the 2014 SHBP Scholarship Program booklet. The package contains eligibility information, procedures for applying and a copy of the application form. To obtain a copy, please send me the 2014 SHBP Scholarship Program Booklet which contains eligibility information, procedures for applying and a copy of the application form.

Please send me the 2014 SHBP Scholarship Program Booklet which contains eligibility information, procedures for applying and a copy of the application form.

| Name |
| Street Address |
| City, State, Zip Code |
| Telephone Number ( ) |
| This application is for: | Self | Scholarship Program | Dependent |
| Mail this completed form to: | Seafarers Health and Benefits Plan |
| 5201 Aush Way |
| Camp Springs, MD 20746 |
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Don’t let the rapidly increasing costs of higher education prevent you from realizing your goals. The SHBP Scholarship Program can make the same difference for you that it has made for other Seafarers and dependents. In the last 10 years alone, the SHBP has awarded more than $1 million in scholarships to 76 college-bound individuals – 21 Seafarers and 55 dependents.

CIVMARS Support Our Troops

Members of the SIU Government Services Division constantly support U.S. military operations. In photo below, the CIVMAR-crewed USNS Big Horn sails in the Atlantic Ocean in late September during an at-sea replenishment with the multipurpose amphibious assault ship USS Bataan. In the photo above, the Seafarer-crewed USNS Leroy Grumman (right) conducts an unrep in the Mediterranean Sea in mid-October with the USS Keating, which is deployed in a fleet supporting maritime security operations. (Photos courtesy U.S. Navy)

Union Plus – helping hard-working union families get ahead

Scholarships

Helping union families realize their dreams

Going back to school? Sending your children to college? Learn more about the scholarship opportunities available to you as a union member.

Union Plus supports working families by providing $150,000 annually in scholarships to help you focus on your studies instead of your tuition bill.

Who may apply:
Current and retired participating union members, their spouses and their dependent children.

What kind of school is eligible:
The scholarship is open to students who attend or plan to attend a U.S. college, university, community college, or a technical/trade school.

Students attending undergraduate or graduate schools are eligible.

Scholarship amounts:
Recipients will receive $500 to $4,000.

Deadline to apply:
January 31, 12 p.m. (noon), Eastern Time

Details and online application available at:
UnionPlus.org/Scholarships
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Although we started observing our 75th anniversary a little early – beginning Oct. 14, the date historically set aside to mark the Seamen’s Act of 1915, a milestone for American maritime labor, is so vital to our national economic security. October 14 was in fact the actual date on which, in 1918, the old American Federation of Labor presented our charter.

But, nothing about American maritime labor’s history has been easy. As SIU President Michael Sacco has said more than once, “No one is going to give us anything.” It has always been that way for mariners, including long before the SIU got started.

We haven’t shied from that challenge and are continuing to employ every possible resource to stand up not just for our union but also for an often overlooked segment of society.

Meanwhile, at such an historic juncture, we offer on this page and several that follow, a sampling of events and images from the SIU’s history. This is a historic anniversary theme, and it’s up to the service of Seafarers past and present. Not to be overlooked in those 75 years is the service of our members who sailed in harm’s way to support our troops – especially the 1,235 Seafarers who lost their lives in World War II.

SIU members also stepped up as part of the nation’s fourth arm of defense in every conflict since then, reliably answering the call and delivering the goods from Korea to Vietnam to the first Persian Gulf War, through Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom. They have mobilized with equal dependability and professionalism during numerous humanitarian missions around the world.

A

1938 – American Federation of Labor (AFL) presents an international charter for mariners to Harry Lundeberg on October 14. The union is known as the Seafarers International Union of North America (SIUNA). It consists of three separate districts: Atlantic, Gulf and Great Lakes, which will be referred to as SIU.

1939 – First contracts with shipping companies (Savannah Line, P&O Steamship and Colonial Navigation) are signed. Among the issues won by members are overtime pay for work on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and holidays, two weeks of vacation and hiring through the union hall. Union gains war bonuses for crews sailing into dangerous zones. Also, delegates from the Atlantic, Gulf and Great Lakes districts approve the SIU’s first constitution.

1940 – SIU’s Atlantic and Gulf districts merge after ratification by membership. The SIU overwhelmingly wins an NLRB-conducted representation election for the crews of Calmar Line vessels.

1941 – John “Whitey” Hawk is elected to head the SIU Atlantic and Gulf District as its secretary-treasurer. A German submarine sinks the SIU-crued SS Robin Moor on May 21, the first time an American-flag vessel is torpedoed. Crew members were given 20 minutes to abandon ship.

1942 – The SIUNA holds its first convention. Harry Lundeberg is elected president. The SIU joins with the Sailors’ Union of the Pacific (SUP) to oppose attacks on the Jones Act, the nation’s freight cabotage law. War Shipping Administration takes control of U.S.-flag merchant fleet.

1943 – Union members continue war effort, risking life and injury to deliver needed supplies to troops around the globe.

1944 – SIU fights effort by Maritime War Emergency Board to cut mariners’ wages. With bonuses and overtime included, the average seaman’s salary is $32.25 a week. The SIU opens its new building at 51 Beaver Street, combining the New York hiring hall with the Atlantic and Gulf District head-quarters.

1945 – The SIU creates the position of director of organizing to prepare for the battle to recruit new members and sign non-union companies at the war’s end. New York Port Agent Paul Hall is appointed. The SIU and other maritime unions fight an attempt by the U.S. Coast Guard to control the U.S.-flag merchant fleet in peacetime. The campaign to represent crews aboard the Ishimian fleet begins.

1946 – Membership approves committee to investigate the possibility of establishing an upgrading training school in New Orleans. Voting for representation begins aboard Ishimian ships. The AFL creates the Maritime Trades Department to give maritime-related unions equal status with the Building Trades and Metal Trades departments. The SIU shuts down the nation’s ports with a general strike when negotiated wage increases are rejected by the federal Wage Stabilization Board. After eight days, the board approves the increases, which match those approved for Western Union trades, and the strike is called off.

1947 – Paul Hall is elected secretary-treasurer of SIU, the union’s highest position. The SIU wins the campaign to represent Ishimian crews and signs a contract with the company, completing the two-year campaign. Seafarers march with members of the United Financial Employees to help them in their strike against the New York Cotton Exchange. This began the SIU’s commitment to helping other non-maritime unions in times of need.

1948 – Cities Service unincorporated tanker crews vote for SIU representation with more than 83 percent saying yes to the union. The vote followed a year-long organizing effort which met with stiff opposition from the company. However, the SIU called for another ballot to be conducted. New agreements with contracted companies re-establish the union hiring hall, a major issue during the negotiations.

1949 – The forerunner of today’s United Industrial Workers (UIW) is chartered by the SIU as the Marine Allied Workers Union. The SIUNA charters the SIU of Canada to represent dairy workers in Canada, and the SIUU (as the union was known then) is elected to represent crew aboard the APA (Atlantic, Pacific, Africa) of the Finnish Line.

1950 – The SIU becomes the first mariners’ union to negotiate a company-financed welfare plan for its members. The plan would provide Seafarers with a $500 death benefit and $7 per week hospital benefits. Just days before a Senate hearing looking into the service’s anti-union activities, the company signs a contract with the SIU, thereby ending the union’s four-year effort to organize the tanker fleet. Korean Conflict begins and SIU-crued ships are delivering the goods to U.S. troops.

1951 – The SIU gains an industry-wide vacation plan for its members. The program provides for the equivalent of two weeks’ vacation pay for each 12 months of service. Union headquarters moves from Manhattan to 675 Fourth Avenue in Brooklyn.

1952 – The first of three projected upgrading schemes opens for Seafarers. Operating out of headquarters in Brooklyn, the first class qualifies members to obtain their AB certificate. Plans call for training to start soon for both engine and steward department members. Welfare plan expansion includes maternity and disability benefits. SIU membership overwhelmingly approves new constitution. Union implements scholarship program for members and their dependents.

1953 – Two unions join the growing ranks of the SIU, the Marine Firemen, Oilers and Watertenders Union (MFWO) and the Marine Cooks and Stewards (MCS&). AFL officials call the Seafarers to help in the creation of a new longshoremen’s union after the International Longshoremen’s Union is expelled from the national labor federation on corruption charges.

1954 – SIU protests the transfer of 80 U.S.-flag Liberty ships (including 26 under contract to the SIU) to runaway flags by the U.S. maritime administrator. The union terms the action a “tortoise to the merits of the American Merchant Marine” because it not only means the loss of thousands of American jobs but also places the vessels in competition with the U.S. fleet.

1955 – The SIU adopts its seniority system of A, B and C book membership. Welfare plan expands to include hospital and surgical benefits as well as doctors’ visits at home for spouses and dependents. Union negotiates an industry-wide health and safety plan to establish clinics in all ports. The SIU, MFWO and MCS& – all SIUNA affiliates – begin work as the SIU Pacific District. Andrew Furuseth Training School opens in Mobile, Ala., to go along with upgrading facilities in Brooklyn and New Orleans. The AFL merges with the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) to form the AFL-CIO.

1956 – Dr. Joseph B. Logue named medical director of the Seafarers Welfare Plan Medical Program. First of four health centers is ready to open near the Brooklyn headquarters. The SIU along with others in maritime labor and the shipping industry deplores the passage in the Senate to weaken the nation’s cargo preference laws.

1957 – SIUNA founder and President Harry Lundeberg dies. SIU Secretary-Treasurer Paul Hall elected to replace him. Brooklyn ICE hall clinic opens; others set for Baltimore, Md., and New Orleans. Members’ families are eligible to use the facility.

1958 – Optical benefits for members cover free eye exams and glasses. The SIU and National Maritime Union (NMU) launch campaign to combat runaway-flagship situation with the help of the International Transport Federation (ITF). The Great Lakes District votes to affiliate with the Atlantic and Gulf District.
1959 – SIU implements blood bank program for members and their families. The union provides additional training facilities at headquarters so members can obtain lifelobt tickets. Ordinary seamen and wipers are given upgrading opportunities.

1960 – The membership approves a revision to the SIU constitution. Under the changes, the membership meetings will be held monthly, the presiding officer’s title goes from secretary-treasurer to president and the district’s name becomes the Seafarers International Union Atlantic, Gulf, Lakes and Inland Waters District (AGLIWD). A committee of galley gang members recommends creation of a refectory program for chief stewards.

1961 – SIU optical plan coverage expands to include members’ spouses and dependents. Welfare plan now includes provisions for Seafarers who become sick or injured off the job. Union negotiates first pension plan for deep sea members.

1962 – Agreement allows SIU-contracted ships to carry fresh canned milk, now available because of technology changes, aboard vessels. This means steward department will not have to take chances by purchasing milk in foreign lands. First steward refectory class gets under way at headquarters. SIU matches with other maritime unions in support of ILA strike in Atlantic and Gulf ports.

1963 – SIU-contracted Florida ship strafed by Cuban jets 50 miles north of the island nation. Seafarers fly to Guantanamo Bay to crew the world’s largest cable ship, the Long Lines. The SIU wins the first union contract to cover crew members aboard an oceanographic research vessel, ending a three-day strike aboard the Anton Brunn.

1964 – The union begins its seniority upgrading program so book members can gain their A books. The SIU開始s a program under the U.S. government and grain companies to eliminate cargo preference provisions for carrying American grain to the Soviet Union. President Lyndon Johnson creates the Maritime Advisory Committee.

1965 – SIU fights attempts to weaken the Jones Act by allowing foreign-flag vessels to enter the Puerto Rican-U.S. mainland trade. The SIUNA testifies before Congress on the need to build new U.S.-flag bulk carriers to make the fleet more competitive in the world market. Training programs operating as the Andrew Farnseh Training School change their name to the Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship in memory of the SIUNA founder.

1966 – As the war in Vietnam calls for an increase in shipping, the SIU works with MEBA-District 2 to enable engine department Seafarers to upgrade their skills and obtain an engineer’s license. SIU meets the manpower need created when vessels are broken out for the war effort.

1967 – U.S. Coast Guard approves lifeboat training offered by the Lundeberg School. SIU President Paul Hall announces the purchase of property in southern Maryland to serve as a consolidated training center for SIU members. The Lundeberg School moves to Piney Point, Md., where members can upgrade their skills and newcomers can learn the skills to become mariners.

1968 – Campaign launched by the SIU and MTD to rebuild the U.S.-flag merchant fleet. Union blasts cuts in federal budget directed at the Maritime Administration as reflecting “a lack of awareness of maritime’s essential role in our defense efforts and our peaceful economy.”

1969 – Members concur with a headquarters resolution to create a ship’s committee – composed of a chairman, secretary and delegate from each of the three departments – aboard each SIU-contracted vessel and to hold regular shipboard meetings. The Nixon administration unveils its maritime program. It is designed to build new ships, encourage increased private investment and guarantee more government cargo for U.S.-flag vessels.

1970 – Congress passes and President Richard Nixon signs into law the Merchant Marine Act of 1970, the first major piece of maritime legislation enacted since 1936. The measure calls for 300 ships to be built. The Lundeberg School institutes a reading program to help members who are slow readers increase their literacy skills. The school also is accredited by the state of Maryland to conduct high school diploma equivalency (GED) tests. The union commissions a series of crew and pensioner conferences.

1971 – SIU and MTD fend off congressional attacks on both Jones Act and funding for U.S. Public Health Service Hospitals. Congress approves law that eliminates the need for mariners to pay withholding tax in more than one state. SIU-contracted companies Waterman Steamship and Delta Steamship receive subsidies to build new vessels under provisions of the 1970 Merchant Marine Act.

1972 – Bilateral agreement reached between U.S. and Soviet Union calls for one-third of cargo between two nations to be carried aboard U.S.-flag vessels. New, faster containerships – the SL-7s – begin sailing with SIU members as crew.

1973 – The bosun refectory program begins at the Lundeberg School. Seafarers take over as the crew for formerly military-manned Military Sealift Command tankers. Legislation approved to work on Trans-Alaska oil pipeline. President Nixon addresses SIUNA convention, reaffirming his strong support for the U.S.-flag fleet.

1974 – Lundeberg School launches training program for liquefied natural gas (LNG) tankers. SIU fights for oil cargo preference legislation. The measure is passed by Congress, but vetoed by President Gerald Ford.

1975 – Alcohol Rehabilitation Center opens in Valley Lee, Md., near the campus of the Lundeberg School. The crew of the SIU-contracted Mayaguez is held captive for 72 hours by Cambodian rebels. The crew was released unharmed following action by U.S. armed forces. QMED upgrade can take advantage of new shipboard automation course at Piney Point.

1976 – Following a vote of the memberships, the Inland Boatingmen’s Union merges with the AGLIWD. SIU signs vacation plan with Steuart Petroleum, the first in the inland industry.

1977 – Seafarers crew the first LNG carrier built in the Western Hemisphere, the LNG Aquarius, constructed at the shipyard in Quincy, Mass. Later in the year, SIU members climb the ladder aboard the first privately constructed and operated hopper dregge, the Manhattan Island. SIU-contracted tankers carry some of the first loads from the Trans-Alaska pipeline. Sea-Land’s Galveston transports the first oil from the pipeline in a 30-gallon drum to Seattle where the crude was divided into souvenirs.

1978 – MCAS votes to merge with the AGLIWD, the first time East Coast and Trans-Alaska shipping and jurisdiction is united. Coast Guard recognizes upgrading time at Lundeberg School as part-credit. New three-year pact with Interstate Oil Transport establishes new benefits for inland members, including medical coverage for dependents.

1979 – Seafarers crew UST Atlantic, the largest vessel built in the Western Hemisphere, at the Newport News (Va.) shipyard. Great Lakes members man the new thousand-tonner, Indiana Harbor. The Coast Guard backs off its attempt to eliminate a certified tankerman as part of crew on tank barges under tow. The SIU had been fighting this action for five years. The SIUNA-affiliated Atlantic Fishermen’s Union merges with the AGLIWD. A change in the SIU Welfare Plan allows members to use either the U.S. Public Health Service hospital or a private facility for covered care.

1980 – SIUNA and SIU President Paul Hall passes away. Frank Drozak takes the helm of both organizations. Seafarers climb the ladder for the first diesel-powered Sea-Land containership, the Sea-Land Patriot. On June 21, the SIU-contracted Oceanic Independence sets sail from Honolulu, marking the return of the U.S. flag to deep sea passenger service.

The SIU organized Isthmian’s 100 ships and tied up vessels in most major ports for eight days in 1947 after the company refused to negotiate a contract.

Pictured from left in 1946 are SIU New York Port Agent Paul Hall, SUP New York Port Agent Morris Weisberger, and SIU Secretary-Treasurer John “Whiley” Hawk.

The union moved its New York operations to this building in Brooklyn in 1951.

Shown in 1946, the New York hall on Beaver Street also served as the union’s headquarters from 1944 to 1951.
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Seafarers LOG
1981 – AFL-CIO announces support for five-point U.S.-flag program to increase manpower and vessels in fleet. Rea- gan administration eliminates U.S. Public Health Service hospitals from budget, cuts funding for new vessels called for in 1970 Merchant Marine Act. Seafarers Welfare Plan restructures because of the loss of the hospitals, which had provided treatment for mariners since the start of the nation. The SIU/AFL-CIO-affiliated Military Sea Transport Union merges with the AGLIWD.

1982 – Union headquarters moves from Brooklyn to the Washington, D.C., suburb of Camp Springs, Md., in order to be closer to Capitol Hill and thereby facilitate the SIU’s opportunities to continue fighting for a strong U.S.-flag merchant fleet.

1983 – The Lundeberg School continues to meet the ever-changing needs of the maritime industry. The first ship- building simulator is installed while basic and advanced computer training are offered. But the change that catches the eyes of most in Piney Point is the opening of the six- story, 300-room Seafarers Training and Recreation Center (TRC). The Reagan administration completely eliminates the shipbuilding provisions of the 1970 Merchant Marine Act from the budget.

1984 – SIU members crew a series of military supply and prepositioning vessels, including the fast sealift ships (former SL-7A). Members attending a deep sea crew conference and an inland conference outline a series of proposals designed to carry the SIU into the future. Among the calls adopted by the union are a change in pension credits for members who have sailed more than 3,000 days; the need for continued grass roots support as well as contributions to the Seafarers Political Action Donation (SPAD); a standardized set of procedures for obtaining military contracts; and supporting the union’s effort to orga-nize the unorganized.

1985 – The union moves forward by continuing to crew military-support vessels, thus providing new jobs for mem- bers. The Lundeberg School updates its curriculum to in- clude courses that will assist Seafarers working on these vessels, including underway replenishment, crane opera- tions and helicopter operations.

1986 – The SIU works with others in labor, maritime, en- vironment and consumer groups to defeat a proposed oil pipeline from Baton Rouge, La., to Fort Lauderdale, Fla. The effort saves hundreds of jobs in the tanker industry. The union gains recognition to represent the unlicensed crews aboard Lavino Shipping oceanographic vessels.

1987 – The AGLIWD and SIU of Canada along with other shipping unions and companies urge representatives from the two countries to keep the nations’ maritime laws out of a U.S.-Canada free trade agreement. The Overseas Joyce becomes the first U.S.-crewed (and SIU-crewed) car car- rier to bring Japanese automobiles to America.

1988 – SIUNA and SIU President Frank Drozak succumbs to cancer. Michael Sacco succeeds him as the head of both organizations. After decades-long legislative fight, World War II-era mariners are granted veterans’ status. However, the action is limited to sailing between Decem- ber 7, 1941 and August 15, 1945 rather than December 31, 1946, as is the case for other veterans.

1989 – SIU-crewed vessels deliver food and other aid to former Communist bloc countries in Eastern Europe as the Iron Curtain comes down. The grounding of the Exxon Valdez (creved by what amounted to a company union) in Valdez, Alaska, sets in motion a series of new regulations that will affect Seafarers for years to come. The Lunde- berg School initiates an oil spill prevention and contain- ment course.

1990 – Seafarers respond to the nation’s call to sail mate- riel to U.S. troops stationed in Saudi Arabia after Iraq over- runs Kuwait. The Maritime Administration breaks out the Ready Reserve Force fleet, and despite challenges with the operation, no SIU-crewed vessel sails shorthanded. The union works with the Bush administration to keep mar- itime out of the world trade talks, known as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

1991 – The Persian Gulf War lasts 43 days as United Na- tions (UN) forces repel Iraq from Kuwait. Seafarers con- tinue to supply troops in the region and then return the goods when the fighting is over. The action of the U.S.- flag fleet draws high praise from government and military officials. It also calls attention to the need to revitalize the fleet. Donning the union’s traditional white caps, SIU members march with the U.S. armed forces in the national victory parade in Washington, D.C. On the anniversary of Paul Hall’s birth, the grounds of the Lundeberg School is named in memory of the late SIU president: the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education. The Seafar- ers Welfare Plan holds benefits conference in each of the union’s ports. The SIU, along with the other maritime unions, sues the Coast Guard to prevent the implementa- tion of user fees for z-cards.

1992 – In testimony before Congress, the Bush admin- istration outlines a program to revitalize the U.S.-flag merchant fleet. Seafarers crew two new cable ships, the Global Sentinel and the Global Mariner. SIU Pacific District members climb aboard the first new container ship built in the U.S. since 1987, the R.J. Pfeiffer. UWW members win campaign to keep Queen Mary in Long Beach, where they work aboard the hotel. Nearly 20 SIU-crewed vessels are deployed to Somalia to assist a U.S.-led, UN relief effort to the war-torn nation.

1993 – The House of Representatives passes a maritime revitalization bill. Negotiations for the new standard tanker and freightship agreements lift the cap on pensions for eligi- ble Seafarers. Mariners aboard 16 Dyn Marine oil spill response vessels vote to join the SIU.

1994 – President Bill Clinton becomes the first U.S. chief executive to tour the Paul Hall Center when he attends a luncheon at the facility. Seafarers crew vesselsassist- ing U.S. troops in Haiti restoring democracy to the Carib- bean nation. SIU members also show for the Persian Gulf to support the nation’s armed forces when Iraq threatens to invade Kuwait. Union members request and receive a call to spil clean-up operations in San Juan and Houston. The Clinton administration unveils a new maritime revitaliza- tion policy. Although it passes the House, it is blocked by farm-state legislators in the Senate. Boatmen for New Orleans-based E.N. Bisso Co. vote for SIU representation. The Lundeberg School conducts EPA-approved refrigerant handling courses in each of the union’s ports.

1995 – Congress passes and President Clinton signs SIU-supported legislation allowing the export of Alaskan North Slope oil as long as it is carried aboard U.S.-flag tank- ers. More new jobs along the rivers are created when the paddlewheel steamboat American Queen begins sailing. The vessel is the first overnight passenger ship built in a U.S. yard in 40 years. Seafarers crew the first two Alaskan prepositioning ships, the SPS Eric G. Gibson and the LTC Calvin P. Titus.

1996 – Congress passes and President Clinton signs the Maritime Security Act of 1996, a 10-year, $1 billion maritime revitalization program that will help fund approxi- mately 50 militarily useful U.S.-flag vessels. Seafarers meet with, call and write members of Congress to express support for the nation’s cabotage laws. Members rally new five-year standard tanker and freightship agreements that include a money purchase pension plan, 105 percent med- ical coverage for Seafarers and their dependents, dental coverage for dependents, wage increases and much more. The Maritime Administration announces a program to build new ships after a nearly 10-year absence. Crew members train a TPiney Point prior to manning vessel.
The union moved its headquarters operations to Camp Springs, Md., in 1982.

five double-hulled tankers in U.S. shipyards. SIU members will crew the ships. The SIU-crewed American Queen and American Republic carry the Olympic torch in preparation for the Atlanta games.

1997 – The Paul Hall Center overhauls its curriculum to meet the needs of Seafarers for the 21st century. The center develops and issues a Coast Guard-approved Training Record Book to help members satisfy the requirements of the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for mariners (STCW). The Paul Hall Center launches an LNG refitification program and tanker (P&O) large course. The steward department upgrading schedule is rewritten. Finally, the school creates an all-new, nine-month apprentice program for people entering the maritime profession to replace the old trainee program. Seafarers crew the first three of eight newly built prepositioning ships to be operated by Maersk Lines. Other new jobs are provided by several refitaged vessels as well as new Crowley tractor tugs. The SIU launches its website, www.seafarers.org.

1998 – SIUNA and NMU announce talks under way to affiliate NMU with SIUNA. Seafarers Welfare Plan initiates prescription plan that eliminates out-of-pocket expenses for qualified pensioners. SIU joins fight with other unions to stop nationwide effort to limit the ability of the labor movement to participate in political activities. Paul Hall Center breaks ground for state-of-the-art firefighting school, named in memory of the late SIU Executive Vice President Joseph Sacco. World War II mariners score another overdue victory when the cutoff date for veterans’ recognition is extended to match that which applies to the armed forces.

1999 – SIU members climb the gangways to new car carriers (the Green Dale and the Tanabata) as well as other new vessels. Expansion of the U.S.-flag cruise ship fleet becomes more promising as the president of American Classic Voyages and the president of Inagais Shipbuilding sign a contract in the U.S. Capitol to build two vessels for the Green Dale market. The Paul Hall Center opens the world-class Joseph Sacco Fire Fighting and Safety School. SIU crews continue supplying materiel to U.S. troops stationed in the Persian Gulf and the Balkans. SIU and NMU members vote to proceed with talks for a proposed merger.

2000 – The Paul Hall Center installs a new simulator, opens a safety school in Honolulu and announces planned construction of single-occupancy dorm rooms on the Piney Point, Md., campus. The union opens new halls in Balti-

Michael Sacco (left), pictured with President Clinton in the White House, became the union’s president in 1988. He later engineered the long-awaited merger with the NMU.
Maritime has always been a bipartisan issue, and the SIU has always backed those who support the industry, regardless of party. In this 2006 photo, SIU President Michael Sacco greets President Barack Obama at a labor event.

Health care benefits dominate contract talks across the country (for all unions). The U.S. Merchant Marine is included in the new National World War II Memorial. The SIU pushes for enactment of the Employee Ownership Act. The union mourns the losses of retired Vice President West Coast George McCartney, Mayor Ken Conklin, founder of the Paul Hall Center’s trainee program; Ed Turner, retired executive vice president; Steve Edney, retired LW national director; Terpe, retired of Puerto Rico president; and others.

2005 – The year begins with Seafarers mobilizing to support victims of the tsunami which struck in the last days of the year. SafeMars members are already busy in the U.S. Gulf Coast where they helped provide relief for hurricane victims. SIU members continue sailing in OIS and run the SIU’s annual “Seafarers Around the World” contest. NCL America launches the Pride of America. Matson orders two additional container ships, while the third and Atlantic Alaska-class tankers are delivered. The union establishes the Seafarers Disaster Relief Fund. The Paul Hall Center’s vessel security officer (VSO) course becomes the first such curriculum approved by the U.S. Maritime Administration. Adjustments are made throughout to benefit those through the SHBP reflect a nationwide crisis. SIU Executive Vice President John Fay dies at age 73.

2006 – President Bush delivers his Labor Day address at the Paul Hall Center. U.S. Shipping Partners and NASSCO announce plans to build nine tankers. Horizon Lines reveals plans to charter five new U.S.-flag ships for 12-year terms. NCL America adds the Pride of Hawaii to its fleet. Crowley christens the first of six new 185,000-barrel ATBs. Seafarers continue supporting our troops and marine and recognize in ceremonies conducted by MarAd and MSC. Seafarers approve standard contracts that improve wages, maintain medical benefits and preserve jobs. CIVMARS crew up new ammunition ships. More than 7,000 students graduate from the Paul Hall Center. Assistant Vice President - Contracts Steve Judd, 45, and retired Vice President Margaret Kermett Mangram and others are certified as winners. The Paul Hall Center becomes the first school to win a revamped version of its website (the second such revamp). Emory S. Land College recognizes the Paul Hall Center’s apprentice program as having helped them through a downed aircraft in the “Miracle on the Hudson” and SIU protection of fellow shipmates (as well as the vessel) in the pirate attack aboard the Maersk Alabama. In both cases, Seafarers cited safety training they received at the union-affiliated Paul Hall Center as having helped them through the respective ordeals. Despite the Great Recession, the union welcomes new tonnage including T-AKE ships, tankers, containerships, RO/ROs and ATBs. SIU members formally participate in the re-election of President Barack Obama. Voting results are announced confirming that members members have reelected President Michael Sacco and other officers to four-year terms. The union in late November completes a welcome move to a new hall in Jacksonville, Fla. The Paul Hall Center’s Seafarers’ Benefits Plan awards $132,000 in scholarships to SIU members and their dependents as part of an annual program. SIU halls add new, electronic shipping boards and begin the switch to a state-of-the-art shipping and registration system featuring new scanners and computers along with faster network connections. The new system is known as SMIS (Seafarers Management Information System).

2010 – SIU members mobilize for relief efforts in Haiti following a 7.0-magnitude earthquake; more than a dozen Seafarers-cited vessels would sail in Operation Unified Response. New tonnage enters the SIU fleet, primarily through four new-through-build programs. The union teams up with numerous allies to successfully fight off ridiculous attacks against the Jones Act following the Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. The Paul Hall Center receives top marks from the U.S. Coast Guard’s National Maritime Safety and Security Program through 2025, but later in the year, the SIU announces the results of the union’s election, in which President Michael Sacco, Executive Vice President Augie Tellez, Secretary-Treasurer David Heindel, President Vice Presidents George Tricker, Gulf Coast Vice President Dean Corgy, West Coast Vice President Nick Marnonne, Atlantic Coast Vice President Joseph Soresi, Great Lakes Vice President Tom Orzechowski, Government Services Vice President Karmett Mangram and others are certified as winners. Members approve an amendment dropping the word “District” from the union’s name. U.S. Reps. Cedric Richmond (D-La.) and Michael Grimm (R-N.Y.) form the Congressional Maritime Caucus. The SIU and the Paul Hall Center announce a waterfront park at the Piny Point, Md., campus that features engraved bricks. The Seafarers Health and Benefits Plan launches a broad, better clinic system. The union teams up with all to win a tough, key fight protecting the Food Aid program, though the battle continues. New tonnage arrives at Maersk Line. Limited replaces older ships with newer ones. The Paul Hall Center becomes the first school to receive NMC approval for courses leading to the new able seafarer-deck and able seafarer-engine endorsements. SIU-contracted Crowley orders new tankers to be built at Aker Philadelphia Shipyard, while American Petroleum Tankers (whose vessels are operated by Crowley) orders new tankers at General Dynamics NASSCO. Longtime ally Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., dies at 89. A Federal Maritime Commission investigation into the Alabama incident premiers. The union pursues plans to relocate its New York-area operations from Brooklyn to Jersey City. The ML&C, 2006 takes effect in Puerto Rico.
Rob McCausland would like to get in contact with David R. Harvey. McCausland’s email address is rghmcc@gmail.com. His phone number is (757) 464-6804.

Fromer Seafarer Nancy Hilpisch (formerly Nancy Artrip) wants to contact Paul Su with whom she sailed aboard the Independence and Constitution. Brother Su, or anyone who worked with her in 1982 or 1983, may contact Nancy at (803) 316-0154.

December 2013 & January 2014 Membership Meetings

Piney Point.........................Monday: December 2, January 6
Algonac..............................Friday: December 6, January 10
Baltimore............................Thursday: December 5, January 9
Guam.................................Thursday: December 19, January 23
Honolulu.............................Friday: December 13, January 17
Houston..............................Monday: December 9, January 13
Jacksonville........................Thursday: December 5, January 9
Joliet.................................Thursday: December 12, January 16
Mobile.................................Wednesday: December 11, January 15
New Orleans........................Tuesday: December 10, January 14
New York.............................Tuesday: December 3, January 7
Norfolk...............................Tuesday: December 5, January 9
Oakland..............................Thursday: December 12, January 16
Philadelphia.......................Wednesday: December 4, January 8
Port Everglades.....................Thursday: December 12, January 16
San Juan..............................Thursday: December 5, January 9
St. Louis.............................Tuesday: December 13, January 17
Tacoma.................................Friday: December 20, January 24
Wilmington.........................Monday: December 16, *Tuesday: January 21

*Wilmington change due to Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Each port’s meeting starts at 10:30 a.m.
Inquiring Seafarer

Question: What’s your favorite thing about seafaring?

Mark Merenda, OM\nOMU

It’s great seeing the world. It’s the ultimate jack-of-all-trades type of job. Every day you can see and do something new. My best friend’s dad was an electrician on a ship and he talked to us about it and told us how cool it was. He was right.

Michael Pirch, GUDE

It was curiosity that got me into this and that’s what I like so much about it. You get to learn about and do some really interesting things. You get to explore the whole world. And I like all the freedom this job allows. In my off time I get to work with cars.

Casey Pearson, Chief Cook

I’ve always been around the water and loved it. My grandfather and my father were both part of it. So I kind of fell into this. I really like everything about it. The money and the benefits are great. They really are. And I get to travel and see the world.

Nick Duesel, Chief Mate

I’d probably say just working on the water. I drive 30 minutes from home to here (the port), and I’m excited. I also like the guys I work with and the job I do. It’s the best decision I ever made.

Alejandro Esparza, AB

Being able to spend lots of time at home, and also the guys I work with. We’re like a family here. We get to know each other pretty well. I was a Piney Point graduate in 2009 and went straight to Crowley.

Chad MacAulay, Captain

The variety and the interesting people you meet, from all walks of life and all different parts of the world. My family has been in this industry for a long time.

Craig Perry, Chief Engineer

Working for Crowley, the schedule is awesome. It gives you a chance to have a family and home life. On the job, you have freedom and you meet a lot of different people. It keeps things fresh.

Raphael Dewberry, AB

I love traveling and learning to become a better seaman. I really like working with my hands and doing maintenance. It’s always fun to fix stuff. You can also apply a lot of what you learn when you go back home.
DEEP SEA

DAVID BROWN
Brother David Brown, 66, started sailing with the Seafarers in 1990. He was originally employed aboard the Seafarers Intrepid. Brother Brown was a steward department member. He upgraded in 2002 at the SIU-affiliated school in Piney Point, Md. Brother Brown’s most recent ship was the Mercury. He was born in Norfolk, Va., and now resides in Virginia Beach, Va.

JOSE CONSTANTINO
Brother Jose Constantino, 67, signed on with the SIU in 1996 while in Piney Point, Md. He initially shipped on the USNS Capella. Brother Constantino, who sailed in the steward department, enhanced his skills on three occasions at the Paul Hall Center. He was born in the Philippines and concluded his career aboard the Intrepid. Brother Constantino lives in Atlantic, Mo.

LEONARDO CORTEZ
Brother Leonardo Cortez, 71, joined the SIU ranks in 1999. His first ship was the Independence; his most recent, the Horizon Enterprise. Brother Cortez worked in the engine department. He and others extended their congratulations to the SIU for the fine job it did in providing educational opportunities available at the Seafarers-affiliated school in Maryland. Brother Cortez was born in Manila, Philippines and calls Aiea, Hawaii, home.

JUANITA CUNNINGHAM
Sister Juanita Cunningham, 70, became an SIU member in 2001 when the NMU merged into the Seafarers International Union. She upgraded in 2003 at the Piney Point school. Sister Cunningham was last employed at the APL Philippines. She shipped in the steward department. Sister Cunningham is a resident of Suisun City, Calif.

FREDDIE KESIRE
Brother Freddie Kesire, 70, began sailing with the Seafarers in 2001 during the SIU/NMU merger. He was born in New Orleans and attended school in Piney Point, Md. His most recent ship was the Delaware Trader. Brother Kesire continues to make his home in New Orleans.

ANTHONY MABEN

PAUL PATON
Brother Paul Paton, 64, donated the SIU colors in 1980. He worked in both the deep sea and inland divisions. Brother Paton first sailed on the Columbus. He shipped primarily in the steward department. Brother Paton’s most recent trip was on the Alpena. He settled in his native state of Michigan.

RALPH SCHNEIDER
Brother Ralph Schneider, 66, started sailing with the union in 2001 while in the port of Wilmington, Calif. His first voyage was aboard the USNS Sister. His most recent was on a Maersk ship. Brother Schneider was born in Indianapolis. In 2003, he attended classes at the Paul Hall Center. Brother Schneider, a member of the deck department, continued to reside in Indiana.

THOMAS SWANSON
Brother Thomas Swanson, 71, signed on with the SIU in 2001 when the NMU merged into the Seafarers International Union. The deck department member was born in New York. Brother Swanson enhanced his skills on two occasions at the SIU-affiliated school. His final ship was the Racer. Brother Swanson lives in Southwest Ranches, Fla.

PETER TUSA
Brother Peter Tusa, 65, began his seafaring career in 1984 in the port of Honolulu. His first ship was the Independence; his last, the 1st Lt. Jack Lummu. Brother Tusa worked in the deck department. He makes his home in Mystic Beach, N.Y.

WILLIAM HIRST
Brother William Hirst, 62, joined the SIU in 1979. The engine department member primarily sailed with Crowley Towing & Transportation of Wilmington. Brother Hirst calls San Diego home.

RICHARD HURST
Brother Richard Hurst, 63, started sailing with the SIU in 2006. He was employed with Expeditors Marine Inc. for the duration of his career. In 2008, Brother Hurst, who sailed in the deck department, upgraded at the Paul Hall Center. He calls Grimsstead, Va., home.

GEORGE JAEGLE
Brother George Jaegle, 59, signed on with the union in 1973. He initially shipped on the George D. Goble. Brother Jaegle was a member of the engine department. His most recent trip was aboard the Courage. Brother Jaegle was born in St. Louis and now makes his home in North Port, Fla.

MICHAEL KOSKAC
Brother Michael Koskac, 68, began his seafaring career in 2006. He worked mostly aboard Allied Towing vessels. Brother Koskac sailed in the steward department. He lives in Old Orchard Beach, Maine.

DESIRE NIKOLIC
Brother Desire Nikolic, 70, first donated the SIU colors in 1995 while in Norfolk, Va. For the duration of his career, he sailed with Great Lakes Dredge & Dock. Brother Nikolic was born in Malindka, Croatia, and sailed in the engine department. He attended classes in 2001 at the Seafarers-affiliated school in Piney Point, Md. Brother Nikolic is a resident of Durham, N.C.

This Month In SIU History

Editor’s note: The following items are reprinted from previous editions of the Seafarers LOG.

1942
The SIU is opposing a bill, pending in Congress, to deny seamen protection under the Jones Act. The bill would sabotage seamen’s rights to sue the shipowners for injuries suffered in the line of regular work and to receive maintenance and care during illness, as guaranteed under provisions of the Jones Act. The SIU and the SUP are vigorously opposing the revision, passed in the House, and are demanding its defeat in the Senate committee now hearing it. In a letter to the Senate Committee, the SIU said, “The Atlantic and Gulf District of the Seafarers International Union of North America, on behalf of the merchant seamen who are keeping our merchant ships sailing regardless of the hazards of torpedoes, bombs and machine guns, sincerely urge that H.R. Bill No. 7424 as passed by the House be not passed by your honorable body.”

1954
With appropriate fanfare in welcoming ceremonies, the SIU in Baltimore formally opened the finest union hall in the Atlantic and Gulf District at Baltimore. With the Suez Canal shut down as an aftermath of fighting in the area, the SIU notified its contracted companies of the union’s desire to negotiate for a war area bonus. Preparations got underway this week for meetings on the issue of bonuses and insurance coverage for any SIU crew members whose vessels might be in waters defined as a war area. The boundaries of such an area would include a slice of the eastern Mediterranean and probably part of the Red Sea as well. Meanwhile, wholesale diversions of shipping were taking place as a result of the canal shutdown.

1965
SIU President Paul Hall called on Congress to amend the U.S. labor laws in order to give the NLRB jurisdiction over crews of foreign-flag vessels substantially engaged in American commerce. The SIU president declared that this action would prevent disasters such as the sinking of the Yamashita Castle, the American-owned, Panama-flag cruise ship which sank in the Caribbean with a loss of 89 lives, after being destroyed by a fatal fire. He said that the SIU will urge the next session of Congress to amend the labor laws to make it clear that the NLRB has jurisdiction over the crews of foreign-flag vessels, the bulk of whose sailings are in U.S. commerce. This amendment would allow U.S. maritime unions to serve as bargaining representatives for these crews. It would also enable unions to insist upon maintenance of the safety standards prevailing on U.S.-flag ships.
JAMES BRIGHTENI
Brother James BrightenI, 56, passed away Jan. 1. He began sailing with the SIU in 1966. Brother BrightenI was born in Tripoli, Liberia, and initially shipped aboard the "Pan Atlantic."

DEEP SEA

EDMUND HAWKINS

JACK BROWN
Pensioner Jack Brown, 84, died Jan. 10. He became a union member in 1951. Brother Brown’s first vessel was the "Pan Atlantic;" his last ship was the Challenger. He sailed in the deck department. Brother Brown went on pension in 1990 and resided in Bay Minette, Ala.

FAUSTINO CASTILLO
Pensioner Faustino Castillo, 72, passed away Feb. 14. He started sailing with the SIU in 1991. Brother Castillo first sailed on the Independence. He was a steward department member. His final ship was the Overseas New Orleans. He retired in 2005 and was a resident of Houston.

JERRY DELLINGER
Pensioner Jerry Delliger, 73, died April 9. Born in Cabarrus, N.C., he signed on with the SIU in 1966. Brother Dellinger’s earliest trip was aboard the Sea rain Savannah. He was a member of the engine department. Brother Dellinger most recently shipped aboard the Atlantic. He began collecting his pension in 2006. Brother Dellinger lived in Salisbury, N.C., home.

CLIFFORD LEAHY
Pensioner Clifford Leahy, 69, passed away Jan. 17. He began sailing with the SIU in 1963. Brother Leahy was originally employed aboard a Vantage Steamship Corporation vessel. He worked in the deck department. Brother Leahy’s last trip was on the Humacao. He retired in 2009 and called Toms River, N.J., home.

MANUEL LOPEZ
Pensioner Manuel Lopez, 83, died March 11. He became a union member in 1966. Brother Lopez’s earliest trip was aboard the Captain Stina. The engine department member last worked on the Consumer. Brother Lopez began receiving his retirement pay in 1994 and resided in Las Vegas.

CHARLES MARTINEZ
Pensioner Charles Martinez, 91, passed away March 25. Brother Martinez joined the SIU in 1951 in Mobile, Ala. He initially sailed with the Emergency Carriers Inc. Brother Marti- nez was a native of Belize and worked in the engine department. His final trip was aboard the Cogaus. Brother Martinez went on pension in 1960. He was a resident of St. Petersburg, Fla.

KENDRICK MINSKY
Brother Kendrick Minsky, 31, died Feb. 11. He was born in Jacksonville, Fla. Brother Minsky started sailing with the union in 2005. His first ship was the Global Patriot. Brother Minsky was a steward department member. His final trip was with Crowley Liner Services. Brother Minsky continued to live in Florida.

JOSÉ HIPILITO
Pensioner Jose Hipilito, 90, died April 23. Brother Hipilito was born in Pennsylvania. He started his SIU career in 1971 in the port of New Orleans. Brother Hipilito was an engine department member. He originally shipped on a Penn Tanker Corporation vessel. Brother Hipilito’s final ship was the Liberty Star. He went on pension in 1994 and was a resident of Waynesville, Mo.

RAMEY REYES
Pensioner Ramon Reyes, 75, passed away April 2. Brother Reyes began sailing with the union in 1962. His first vessel was the Fairland; his last ship was the Value. Brother Reyes was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico. He worked in the deck department. Brother Reyes went on pension in 1994 and called Bronx, N.Y., home.

DERRELL REYNOLDS
Pensioner Derrell Reynolds, 82, died May 16. Brother Reynolds began sailing with the union in 1962. His first vessel was the Fairland; his last ship was the Value. Brother Reynolds was born in Mobile, Ala. He initially sailed with the Emergency Carriers Inc. Brother Reynolds started collecting his retirement compensation in 1994 and resided in Mobile, Ala.

MICHAEL WATSON
Pensioner Michael Watson, 64, passed away Jan. 30. Brother Watson joined the Seafarers in 1968. He was originally employed aboard the Cogaus. Brother Watson was born in Seattle and sailed in the deck department. He most recently shipped on the North Star. Brother Watson retired in 1990 and made his home in Tacoma, Wash.

MOON WOO
Brother Moon Woo, 90, died April 25. He sailed with the Marine Cooks & Stewards before that union merged into the Seafarers in 1978. Brother Woo was born in China and worked in the steward department. He was a resident of Seattle.

SILVAIN BOUDOIN
Pensioner Silvain Boudoin, 87, passed away April 20. He first signed on with the SIU colors in 1971. Brother Boudoin’s first voyage was aboard a Western Towing vessel. His final trip was with Dixie Carriers. Brother Boudoin was a native of Nunez, La., and he called Kaplan, La., home. He went on pension in 1987.

ROBERT WIX
Pensioner Robert Wix, 80, died April 12. Brother Wix was born in Fulton, Texas. He joined the union in 1962, primarily working with G&H Towing. Brother Wix began receiving his pension in 1999. He was a resident of Clute, Texas.

LAVERNE COLE
Pensioner LaVerne Cole, 86, passed away May 19. Brother Cole signed on with the SIU in 1952. He was initially employed with Penn Dixie Cement Corporation. Brother Cole was born in Rogers City, Mich. His last trip was on the Southdown Challenger. Brother Cole, who sailed in all three departments, became a pensioner in 1989. He made his home in Haynes Township, Mich.

KENNETH SMITH

MANNE ALVES
Pensioner Mamie Alves, 90, died March 31. Brother Alves was born in Portugal. He went on pension in 1969. Brother Alves continued to make his home in Portugal.

ROBERT BRUNO
Pensioner Robert Bruno, 89, passed away March 22. Brother Bruno was a native of New Jersey, started collecting his retirement compensation in 2002. He lived in Brooklyn, N.Y.

CLYDE EVANS
Pensioner Clyde Evans, 87, died March 27. Born in New Bern, N.C., Brother Evans became a pensioner in 1987. He lived in Florida.

WILLIAM JOHNSON

ROGELIO LISBOA
Pensioner Rogelio Lisboa, 97, passed away Feb. 18. Brother Lisboa, a native of San Juan, Puerto Rico, went on pension in 1970. He continued to make his home in Puerto Rico.

FRANK PASCOE

JEROME PONSELL
Pensioner Jerome Ponsell, 92, passed away Feb. 18. Brother Ponsell was born in Waycross, Ga. He retired in 1986 and settled in Jacksonville, Fla.

LOUIS SHACKIE
Pensioner Louis Shackie, 95, died March 11. Brother Shackie, a native of New York, started collecting his retirement pay in 1987. He lived in Hayward, Calif.
The Seafarers LOG attempts to print as many digests of union shipboard minutes as possible on occasion, because of space limitations, some will be cut.

Ships’ minutes first are reviewed by the union’s contract department. Those issues requiring attention or resolution are addressed by the union upon receipt of the ships’ minutes. The minutes are then forwarded to the Seafarers LOG for publication.

MAERSK DENVER (Maersk Line, Limited), August 28 – Chairman Stephen R. Kastel, Secretary Peter J. Schmidt, Educational Director Nicholas W. Collins, Deck Delegate Jonathan Davis, Engine Delegate Julian Avila. Chairman reported changeover from Meteor to Denver went smooth. He reminded members to get paperwork for safety endorsements from captain. Secretary encouraged mariners to upgrade at the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education in Piney Point, Md. He also urged them to keep necessary documents current. No beefs or disputed OT reported.

New washers and dryers were installed and crew received instructions from the engine department. Next ports: Newark, N.J. and Charleston, S.C.

MAERSK DETROIT (Maersk Line, Limited), August 4 – Chairman Vasily P. Semes, Secretary Willie E. Massalone, Educational Director Antoine L. Rainey, Deck Delegate Joel P. Harris, Steward Delegate Robert J. Costa, Engine Delegate Herman Castro. Bosun thanked the deck department for a safe voyage and entire crew for working well together. Secretary encouraged members to support our union officials and contribute to SPAD (Seafarers Political Activity Donation) and MDL (Maritime Defense League). He stated, “Our union leadership is constantly striving to protect our jobs and ensure continued growth within our industry.”

Educational director let crew members know he had forms for upgrading and suggested they check out www.seafarers.org to access their career information. No beefs or disputed OT reported. President’s report from Seafarers LOG was read. Payoff at sea on August 7 was announced. Recommendations were made to lower days required for retirement and increase pension amounts.

CHARLESTON (US Transport), September 8 – Chairman Charles J. Hill, Secretary Catherine M.

Hays, Educational Director Peter E. Joseph, Deck Delegate Tectumesh Williams, Engine Delegate Craig Croft. Chairman reported good crew and reminded them to renew BST and acquire shipboard security endorsement. Educational director recommended training at the Piney Point school. No beefs or disputed OT reported. It was noted that new washing machine had been installed. Crew requested new chairs for rec room and mess hall. Members would also like new mattresses and electric blankets. Next ports: Houston, Corpus Christi, Texas and Philadelphia.

GREEN POINT (Central Gulf Lines), September 22 – Chairman Pablo O. Borja, Secretary Jeffrey J. Badua, Educational Director Pasquale V. DiBlase, Deck Delegate Sally Santiago. Chairman announced payoff October 1 in Richmond, Calif. He also talked to the membership about the importance of donating to SPAD and how it benefits members. Crew was notified that nonskid paint was being applied to the main deck. Secretary suggested crew take advantage of courses available at maritime training center in Piney Point and keep documents up-to-date. Educational director reminded members to keep dues paid up. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Crew would like union representative to come aboard in Richmond or send ship Coast Guard form for security endorsement. Chairman asked Seafarers to keep noise down while watch standers are resting. Steward department was thanked for great food and cookouts. Next ports: Richmond, Port Hueme, Calif. and Guam.

JEAN ANNE (TOTE Services), September 1 – Chairman Thomas Johnson, Secretary Ingra Maddox, Educational Director Michael A. Papazian, Engine Delegate Dencio Cayan, Steward Delegate Mary Maddox. Chairman reminded mariners about obtaining security endorsement for MMC. Educational director urged all mariners to enhance skills at Piney Point school. He also mentioned they could get their GDP in Piney Point. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Smooth trip was reported by all departments.

LIBERTY PROMISE (Liberty Maritime), September 8 – Chairman Marco A. Galliano, Secretary Robert S. Davis, Deck Delegate William D. Steele, Steward Delegate Quentin Hood. Bosun informed crew security letters would be issued to all who qualify. He thanked all members for a great voyage.

Secretary asked mariners to check board in crew lounge for SUI news and department issues. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Request was made for small refrigerators in unlicensed rooms. Suggestions were made regarding pension and medical benefits. Next ports: Beaumont, Texas, Charleston, S.C., Baltimore and Jacksonville, Fla.

OVERSEAS ANACORTES (OSG Ship Management), September 19 – Chairman Tony Beasley, Secretary Dana A. Paradise, Educational Director Cary Pratts. Chairman discussed ship’s itinerary and urged mariners to keep documents current. Secretary advised members to see her for forms. Educational director reminded fellow members about importance of upgrading at Paul Hall Center in Piney Point, Md. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Vote of thanks was given to steward and deck departments. Next ports: Richmond, Calif. and Portland, Ore.

PACIFIC TRACKER (TOTE Services), September 16 – Chairman John Mossbarger, Secretary Brenda M. Kamiya, Deck Delegate Kevin Kellum, Engine Delegate Zachary Ross, Steward Delegate Christopher Hopkins. Chairman reminded crew members about deadline for submitting security letters to the Coast Guard. Secretary thanked mariners for help keeping house clean and being well-mannered. Educational director suggested mariners upgrade at the Paul Hall Center in Piney Point, Md. He also talked about the importance of obtaining certification to be competitive when they leave the ship. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Crew was asked to limit time on computer to 15 minutes so everyone has a chance to use it. Mariners were reminded to leave rooms clean when departing vessel. Request was made concerning ventilation in gym. Next ports: Honolulu and Portland, Ore.

PHILADELPHIA EXPRESS (Crowley), September 29 – Chairman Jose Jimenea, Secretary Oscar R. Angeles, Educational Director Jesse J. Tornabene, Deck Delegate Michael Brisco, Engine Delegate Phillip Niles. Chairman talked about the need to have security endorsements by January 1. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Request was made for new blankets and linens. All departments were thanked for a job well done.

ST. LOUIS EXPRESS (Osborne), September 17 – Chairman Matthew Sagay, Secretary Richard A. Riley, Steward Delegate Evelyn Tayag. Bosun requested that members use appropriate washer when washing clothes. He reminded them that security documents are due January 1. Educational director recommended members train at the Paul Hall Center in Piney Point. He asked fellow members to keep an eye on document expiration dates, allow plenty of time for renewals and pay dues ahead of time. Treasurer reported $64 in ship’s fund. No beefs or disputed OT reported. Crew members expressed gratitude to steward department for a great job, especially Chief Cook Tayag: “She is a tremendous cook.”

With Seafarers Aboard MV Chapman

These crew photos were taken aboard the Seafall, Inc.-operated preposition ship MV John A. Chapman. Pictured from left to right in the engine room (photo at top right) are DEU Maurice Ayuso, OMU Victorino Labrilla and OMU Michael Robinson. Shown in the other photo are members of the deck gang: from left in front, AB John Cragin, AB Emmanuel Wabe, AB George Phillips, AB Chris Hughes, (rear) Bosun Michael Nee and AB Christopher Curran.
FINANCIAL REPORTS. The Constitution of the SIU Atlantic, Gulf, Lakes and Inland Waters Local specifically provides for safeguarding the membership’s money and union finances. The constitution requires an internal audit by certified public accountants every year, which is to be submitted to the membership by the secretary-treasurer. A yearly finance commit tee of rank-and-file members, elected by the membership, each year examines the finances of the union and reports fully their findings and recommendations. Members of this committee may make dissenting reports, specific recom mendations and separate findings.

TRUST FUNDS. All trust funds of the SIU Atlantic, Gulf, Lakes and Inland Waters Local are administered in accordance with the provisions of various trust fund agreements. All these agreements specify that the trustees in charge of these funds are equally chosen from union and management representatives and their alternates. All expenditures and disbursements of trust funds are made only upon approval by a majority of the trustees. All trust fund financial records are available at the headquarters of the various trust funds.

SHIPPING RIGHTS. A member’s shipping rights and seniority are protected exclusively by the contracts between the union and the employers. Members should get to know their shipping rights. Copies of these contracts are made available in all union halls. If members believe there have been violations of their protected rights or seniority as contained in the contracts between the union and the employers, they should notify the Seafarers Appeals Board by certified mail, return receipt requested. The proper address for this is: Augustin Tellez, Chairman Seafarers Appeals Board 5201 Auth Way Camp Springs, MD 20746

Full copies of contracts as referred to are available to members at all times, either by writing directly to the union or to the Seafarers Appeals Board.

CONTRACTS. Copies of all SIU contracts are available in all SIU halls. These contracts specify the wages and conditions under which an SIU member works and lives aboard a ship or boat. Members should know their contract rights, as well as their obligations, such as filing for overtime (OTI) on the proper sheets and in the proper manner. If, at any time, a member believes that an SIU patrolman or other union official fails to protect their contractual rights properly, he or she should contact the nearest SIU port agent.

EDITORIAL POLICY — THE SEAFARERS LOG. The Seafarers LOG traditionally has refrained from publishing articles serving the political purposes of any individual in the union, officer or member. It also has refrained from publishing articles deemed harmful to the union or its collective membership. This established policy has been reaffirmed by membership action at the September 1960 meetings in all constitutional ports. The responsibility for Seafarers LOG policy is vested in an editorial board which consists of the executive board of the union. The executive board may delegate, from among its ranks, one individual to carry out this responsibility.

PAYMENT OF MONIES. No monies are to be paid to anyone in any official capacity in the SIU unless an official union receipt is given for same. Under no circumstances should any member pay any money for any reason unless he is given such receipt. In the event anyone attempts to require any such payment be made without supplying a receipt, or if a member is required to make a payment and is given an official receipt, but feels that he or she should not have been required to make such payment, this should immediately be reported to union headquarters.

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AND OB LIGATIONS. Copies of the SIU Constitution are available in all union halls. All members should obtain copies of this constitution so as to familiarize themselves with its contents. Any time a member feels any other member or officer is attempting to deprive him or her of any constitutional right or obligation by any methods, such as dealing with charges, trials, etc., as well as all other details, the member so affected should immediately notify headquarters.

EQUAL RIGHTS. All members are guaranteed equal rights in employment and as members of the SIU. These rights are clearly set forth in the SIU Constitution and in the contracts which the union has negotiated with the employers. Consequently, no member may be discriminated against because of race, creed, color, sex, national or geographic origin. If any member feels that he or she is denied the equal rights to which he or she is entitled, the member should notify union headquarters.

SEAFARERS POLITICAL ACTIVITY DONATION (SPAD). SPAD is a separate segregated fund. Its proceeds are used to further its objects and purposes including, but not limited to, furthering the political, social and economic interests of maritime workers, the preservation and furthering of the American merchant marine with improved employment opportunities for seamen and boatmen and the advancement of trade union concepts. In connection with such objects, SPAD supports and contributes to political candidates for elective office. All contributions are voluntary. No contribution may be solicited or received because of force, job discrimination, financial reprisal, or threat of such conduct, or as a condition of membership in the union or of employment. If a contribution is made by reason of the above improper conduct, the member should notify the Seafarers International Union or SPAD by certified mail within 30 days of the contribution for investigation and appropriate action and refund, if involuntary. A member should support SPAD to protect and further his or her economic, political and social interests, and American trade union concepts.

NOTIFYING THE UNION — If at any time a member feels that any of the above rights have been violated, or that he or she has been denied the constitutional right of access to union records or information, the member should immediately notify SIU President Michael Sacco at headquarters by certified mail, return receipt requested. The address is: Michael Sacco, President Seafarers International Union 5201 Auth Way Camp Springs, MD 20746.

Houston Patrolman Joe Zavala submitted these photos of Seafarers as part of the GHF Towing hug. The Judge (top photo) and the GHF boat C.R. Haden (below). Both photos were taken in mid-October near Corpus Christi, Texas. Pictured from left to right, the group photo are Andy Morin, Rob Edler, William Ulch and Ray Brown.

Houston Patrolman Joe Zavala submitted these photos of Seafarers as part of the GHF Towing hug. The Judge (top photo) and the GHF boat C.R. Haden (below). Both photos were taken in mid-October near Corpus Christi, Texas. Pictured from left to right, the group photo are Andy Morin, Rob Edler, William Ulch and Ray Brown.
The following is a schedule of courses at the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education in Piney Point, Md., for the next two months. All programs are geared toward improving the job skills of Seafarers and promoting the American maritime industry.

Please note that this schedule may change to reflect the needs of the membership, the maritime industry and—in times of conflict—national security.

Students attending any of these classes should check in the Saturday before their course’s start date. The courses listed here will begin promptly on the morning of the start dates. For classes ending on a Friday, departure reservations should be made for Saturday.

Seafarers who have any questions regarding the upgrading courses offered at the Paul Hall Center may call the admissions office at (301) 994-0010.

### Title of Course & Start Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deck Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifeboatman/Water Survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOS (RFPNW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able Seaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Renewal (One day)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pumpman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safety Upgrading Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Firefighting/STCW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BST Renewal/VPDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Care Provider</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steward Department Upgrading Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serve Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galley Operations - These modules start every Monday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Cook - These modules start every other week. The next class will begin November 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Galley Operations - These modules start every Monday.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UPGRADING APPLICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date On</th>
<th>Date Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Transportation will be paid in accordance with the scheduling letter only if you present original receipts and successfully complete the course. If you have any questions, contact your port agent before departing for Piney Point. Not all classes are reimbursable. Return completed application to: Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education Admissions Office, P.O. Box 75, Piney Point, MD 20674-0075; or fax to (301) 994-2189.

*The Seafarers Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship at the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education is a private, non-profit, equal opportunity institution and admits students, who are otherwise qualified, of any race, nationality or sex. The school complies with applicable laws with regard to admission, access or treatment of students in its programs or activities.*
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Paul Hall Center Classes

Apprentice Water Survival Class 777 – The following individuals (above, in alphabetical order) completed this course Sept. 17. Graduating (above, from left to right) were Emmanuel Alcantara, and Alex Domadigo. Instructor Ben Cusic, their instructor, is kneeling in the front row at the far right.

Government Vessels – Two classes of Seafarers completed their requirements in this course Sept. 20. Those graduating (shown in the two photos above, in alphabetical order) were: Gerald Archie, Larry Baker, Jeff Baglio, Andrew Bennett, James Brown, Ashley Cammichael, Henry Callahan, James Copeland, Jeremy Dozier, Joseph Garnett, Julio Gomez, Peter Hamm, Frank Iverson, Shirley Jenkins, Demarius Jones, Julian Lina, Dondell Mazyck, Derrick Moore, Montree Nakwichet, Wagner Pellerin, Anton Popsescu, Antoine Ragins, Tania Ramirez-Diego, Leonard Renaud, David Ruggjirello, Peter Schuelz, Steven Sidler, Eddie Solichin, Lance Spain, Reynal Tendido, Eric White, Brian Wilder, Jeffrey Wise and Elston Yu-Mateo. Mark Cates, the instructor for the two classes, is pictured at the far right in the back row in both photos. (Note: Not all are pictured.)

Apprentice Water Survival Class 777 – The following individuals (above, in alphabetical order) completed this course Sept. 27: Aaron Baker, De'Mario Barganier, Kianna Calbourne, Stacy Fulcher, Jabrei Gill, Joseph Griggs, Steven Horta Ramos, Devin Koonce, Joshua Lee, Isaac Lesh, Christopher Mayall, Mohamed Obaid, Jesse Piner, Ronald Williams and Leroy Woods Jr. Ben Cusic, their instructor, is kneeling in the front row at the far right.


Water Survival – Two upgraders completed the enhancement of their skills in this course Sept. 17. Graduating (above, from left to right) were Emmanuel Alcantara, and Alex Domadigo. Instructor Ben Cusic is at the far right.

Automatic Radar Plotting Aids – The following upgraders (above, from left to right) graduated from this course Sept. 27: Omar Aswad, Lawrence Cormier, Coda Russell and Vizcaino Erasmo.

Radar Observer – Four Seafarers expanded their skills by graduating from this course Sept. 27. Finishing their requirements (above, from left to right) were Lawrence Cormier, Coda Russell and Omar Aswad. Also completing the course, but not pictured was Bernabe Pelingon.

FOWT – The following upgraders (above, in alphabetical order) enhanced their skills by completing this course July 12: Kyle Bennett, Sean Geddie, Julio Gomez, Rene Hernandez Ramos, Melchor Lapac Jr., Ali Malahi, Michael Pirch and Lamont Stewart II. Their instructor, Tim Achorn, is at the far right.

Medical Care Provider – Ten Seafarers graduated from this course Sept. 27. Completing their requirements (above, in alphabetical order) were: Francis Brown, Matthew Bryant, Ashley Cammichael, Jurgen Gottschlich, Andrew Hufana, Montee Nakwichet, Mario Silva, Eddie Solichin, Brandon Tanton and Brian Wilder. Mike Roberts, the class instructor, is at the far right.
Able Seaman – The following individuals (above, in alphabetical order) finished their requirements in this course Sept. 20: Juan Cardona, Carson Crowder, Stephen Heinz, Derick Martin, Kyle Neilsen, Dennis Saggese and Roque Santa Cruz. Class instructor Tom Truitt is second from the left.

Basic & Advanced Firefighting – The following Seafarers (above, in alphabetical order) graduated from this course Sept. 20: Francis Brown, Matthew Bryant, Brooke English, Cirico Geonanga, Andrew Hufana, Piotr Mlynarczyk, Derrick Moore, Wagner Pelletin, Anton Popescu, Timothy Potter Jr., Leonard Renaud, Norman Rogers, Steven Sidler, Jeffrey Wise and Elston Yu-Mateo. Their instructor, Bernabe Pelingon, is at the far right.

BST (SIU) – Twenty-one Seafarers graduated from this course Sept. 13. Finishing their requirements (above, in alphabetical order) were: Emmanuel Alcantara, Gerald Archie, Andrew Bennett, James Brown, Eric Cunanan, Joseph Garret, Frank Iversen, Shirley Jenkins, Lonnie Jones Jr., Donnell Mazycz, Paula Minton, Piotr Mlynarczyk, Derrick Moore, Wagner Pelletin, Anton Popescu, Timothy Potter Jr., Leonard Renaud, Norman Rogers, Steven Sidler, Jeffrey Wise and Elston Yu-Mateo. Their instructor, Bernabe Pelingon, is at the far right.

BST (NCL) – Fourteen individuals completed their requirements in this course Sept. 6. Graduating (above, in alphabetical order) were: Stefanie Bomas, Megan Bussiere, Jlayjah Gary, Monica Hanofee, Emily Mattheson, Marcelia Maysyonet, Danny Moore, Matt Nolan, Markedes Peyton, Virginia Provender, Gabriel Quintero, Trevor Rex, Brittany Stovall and Keith White. Class instructor Joe Zienda is at the far left.

Marine Electrician – Ten Seafarers graduated from this course Sept. 20. Completing their requirements (above, in alphabetical order) were: Alex Amarra, Salvador Baclayon, Ernest Bullock Jr., Leonard Renaud, Norman Rogers, Steven Sidler, Jeffrey Wise and Elston Yu-Mateo. Their instructor, Bernabe Pelingon, is at the far right.

Steward Department Classes – Five Seafarers recently completed steward department courses. Those upgrading their skills and the courses they completed (above, from left to right) were: Robert Lloyd, chief cook; Manuel Daguio, advanced galley operations (ops); Ronald Byrd, advanced galley ops; and Rachel Janssen, chief cook. Todd Gallagher (not pictured) also completed the chief cook course.

Steward Department Classes – Six individuals completed the enhancement of their skills in steward department courses. Those graduating (above, in no particular order) and the courses they completed were: Jamil Scott, advanced galley ops; Clifton Medley, advanced galley ops; Terrell McMillian, advanced galley ops; Steven Holmes, certified chief cook; Calvin Williams, cook baker; and Thomas Smith, steward baker.

Steward Department Classes – Two Seafarers recently completed their requirements in courses in the steward department. Graduating and the courses they completed (above, from left to right) were: Anthony Harrell, advanced galley ops; and Gladiz David, galley ops.

BST Renewal – The following upgraders (above, in alphabetical order) improved their skills by graduating from this course Sept. 25: Jeffer Baguio, Henry Callahan, Jonas Castro, John Cragin, Cirico Geonanga, Peter Ham, Dustin Hutchins, Joseph Jacobs, Anthony Kimbrell, Julian Lina, Karl Mayhew, Scott Opsahl, Oleg Parkalov, Peter Schuetz, Ronmie Scott, Michael Shappo, Rosalind Sparrrow and Reyhan Tenidlo. Their instructors, Wayne Johnson Sr., and Joe Zienda, are at the far left and far right, respectively.
For SIU members in the Tacoma, Wash., area, giving back to the community is a way of life. The latest example of Seafarers’ philanthropy happened in late summer, as a group of 16 people – seven members, four union employees and five family members – teamed up for nearly two weeks of volunteerism in the annual Paint Tacoma-Pierce Beautiful project. The SIU group scraped and painted the home of a local senior citizen and performed related work including pressure-washing and yard work. It marked the seventh straight year of Seafarers participating in the event known locally as Paint Tacoma.

Organized by Associated Ministries of Tacoma-Pierce County, the annual beautification project started in 1985. It aims to help low-income, elderly and disabled homeowners in the region. Since then, more than 2,100 homes have been painted. This year, more than 600 volunteers, including the SIU contingent, helped to paint 37 houses.

“I am proud of all the Seafarers who stepped up to the plate this year and made it successful,” said SIU Port Agent Joe Vincenzo, who once again headed up the union’s participation. “They raise the bar for us all to aspire to always do our best, whether on the deck plates at sea getting paid for our work or under the gables on the beach volunteering in the community.”

Vincenzo especially noted the efforts of Recertified Bosun Darryl Smith, who put in more than 70 hours on this year’s project during the last week of August and first week of September.

In addition to those two, the SIU group included AB Tony Kirven, AB Eric Melle, OS Greg Alsbach, AB Joseph Lacaden, GUDE Joseph Ritchey, Bosun James Grubbs, and GUDE George Arceenal. Chief Cook Joey Lata and his family members came out in force: He was joined by his wife, Merilla, sons Judo and J.J., and daughter, Merilei. Rounding out the group were Safety Director Ben Anderson, Administrative Assistant Brenda Flesner and her daughter Emilia.

Smith said the single-story home of Carol Rybolt needed two coats of paint, and the project “went pretty well. I enjoyed doing it and the homeowner was happy.”

This was his second time volunteering for Paint Tacoma.

“It makes me feel good to see somebody else’s feeling of happiness,” Smith added. “She actually had a look of astonishment at how good the house looks. It was much-needed help and quite a bit of work, but it makes me feel good to give back to the community.”

Rybolt said her home “looks beautiful. I’m very impressed with how everyone was so eager. It was great. Even the kids were here with their families. And Darryl – oh, my goodness. As hot as it was, he was there, hour after hour. “I’m still amazed,” she concluded. “I show everybody the pictures of all the people who were here.”

Pictured from left are Safety Director Ben Anderson, Administrative Assistant Brenda Flesner, Recertified Bosun Darryl Smith, Chief Cook Joey Lata, Bosun James Grubbs, Merilla Lata, homeowner Carol Rybolt and Port Agent Joe Vincenzo.